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Figure 1.1: Onshore geology and offshore b!l5ins of South Africa. Boreholes used in 
fission track analysis are marked with blue crosses, outcrop samples as white squares 
(Chapler 4). The escarpment is delineated with a heavy d!l5hed line. Omhore 
boreholes used to determine sediment volwne ofT the south coast (Chapter 6) are 
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-1000-1100 Ma Namaqua-Natal Province (Barnett e/ aI. , 1997). Cambrian as well as 
Meso-Proterozoic detriwl zircon ages for the Kansa Subgroup above suggest that these 
sediments are sourced from both the Namaqua-Natal province and the Cape Granite 
Suite (Barnelt e/ ai. , 1997). Barnett el al. (1997) propose: a mid-Cambrian or younger 
age fur the Kansa Subgroup «518 ± I) Ma) and suggest it was deposited as a 
mechanical rift sequence with subsequent thermal subsidence resulting in the 
deposition of the Table Mountain Group (Cape Supergroup) along a passive margin 
(Barnett e/ ai., 1997). Frimmel e/ af. (2001) relate the development of the Goegamma 
Subgroup to te<.'1onic loading in the Gariep and Damara orogenic belts (570-540 Ma). 
They suggest that the Kansa Subgroup was deposited either in a second foreland basin, 
or in a pull-apart basin associated with tectonic loading between 510 Ma and the 
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figure: 2.2: Location of inliers and basement to the Cape Supergroup within the Cape 
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2.3 The Cape Supergroup (-500-330 Ma) 
The Cape Supergroup is a 6-10 km thick si1icicla~tie sequence (Broquet 1992) and i~ 
divided into the Table Mountain. Bokkeveld and Witteherg Groups (Figure 2.3). The 
thick sandstones of the Table Mountain Group were initially deposited along a 
regionally subsiding shelf (from ~500 Ma) am are either fluvial or marine in origin 
(Droquct. 1992). The lower Table Mountain Group consists of the Piekenicrskloof, 
Graafwatcr and Peniusula Formations. The middle Table Mountaiu Group consists of 
the glaciogenic Pakhuis tillite and glacial outwash sediments of the Cedarberg 
Fonnatiou (-2-150 m) and is overlain by the Nardouw Fonnatiou (1300 m) (Cocks and 
Forley, 1986). Lithologies within the Table Mountain Group range from conglomerates 
and sandstone of the Piekenierskloof Foonation to mudstones of the Graafwater 
Fonnation, mature quart;(. arenites of the Peninsula Fonnation, Pakhuis tillites, 
Cedarberg shales and the Nardouw quartz arenites. Early Paleowic plant fossils and 
trilobites foLm<i in the Soom Shale member of the Cedarberg Fonnation (famous for its 
giant conodonts, Theron e/ al., 1990) dates it a~ late Ordovician to early Silurian in age 
(GnIY e/ al.. 1986, Cocks am Fortey, 1986). lbc Nardouw Subgroup, ba~ed on 
paleontological evidence is 438-410 Ma (Broquet, 1992). 
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The transition from the Table Mountain Group to the Bokkeveld Group (up to 4000 m 
thick. Broquet. 1992) occurred during a marine transgression assumed to be related to 
an increase in subsidence rate and! or an increase in eu!Jatic sea level (Broquet, 1992). 
The Devonian,aged argillaceous, fossiliferous (~390-375 Ma, Broquet, 1992) 
Bokkeveld Group was deposited in two marine sub-basins of varying rate of 
subsidence, resulting in inter-basin thickness difference (Cloetingh et ai. , 1992). The 
overlying Wittebc:rg Group (1100-2200 m thick) is composed of equal proportions of 
sandstone and mudstone and records the last shelf sedimenl..i11ion, prior to the onset of 
the Dwyka glaciation, the Cape Fold Belt orogeny and associated Karoo foreland basin 
(Broquet, 1992). 
2,4 The Karoo Supergroup (-310-183 Ma) 
The Karoo Supergroup spans 130 Myrs, from the glacial Dwyka tillite deposited in the 
late CarboniferoU5 to the Drakensberg basalts which extruded in the Jurassic. The 
outcrop of the Karoo Supergroup dominates the geological map of South Africa 
(Figure 2.4) and Karoo rocks are preserved in the main Karoo Basin as well as several 
smaller basins. 
The main Karoo basin has been modeled as a retro-arc foreland basin fOlllled in 
response to orogenic loading and unloading in the Cape Fold Belt to tbe south 
(Jobnson el m., 1996, 1997, Cole and Wipplinger, 200 I; CahIneanu et ai. , 199M, 2002). 
Turner (1999), however, asserts that a foreland model for the upper Karoo Basin does 
not lit the stratigraphy, stacking patterns and ~uccession ages of the Karoo. His model 
requires extension in this latter time interval and proposes that extension may have 
been caw;ed by plume-related uplift preceding the Karoo bas.alt extrnsion at 183 Ma by 
up to 40 Myrs (Turner, 1999). 
The Cape Fold Belt fonned during crustal shortening associated with the subduction 
and accretion of the paleo-Pacific plate beneath the Gondwana plate (de Wit and 
Ransome, 1992). Hiilbich er al. (1983) proposes 4 phases of deformation associated 
with Cape Fold Belt orogeny between ~28() Ma and 215 Ma. Gresse eta/. (1992) 
identifY 5 pulses of defollllation between 294 Ma and 223 Ma. These are, however, 
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A: ~ l 56Ma B; ~ I 36Ma 
c: - I OOMa D: -9() Ma 
E -70 Ma 
Figure 2.5: Break-up af Gondwana. 'Free:te-frames' taken from a computer animation 
created by C. V. Reeves (http://kartoweb.i1c.nVgondwana/index.asp) The position of 
the plates (with specific areas of interest circled in green) at (a) -156 Ma, when the 
first ocean cmS! fonned between Africa and Antarctica, (b) -136 Ma, the initiation of 
the South Atlantic and beginning of movement of South America westwards along the 
Falkland Agulhas Fracture Zone. (cl -100 Ma, (d) -90 Ma, (el - 70 Ma (note, India's 
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Reeves and de Wit (2000) consider the break.-up ,-,(Gondwana fmm the early (136 Ma) 
10 late Cretaceous (89 Ma) as thdr regil.ll~ 2. TIle position of (he plates at -136 Ma is 
shown in fi gure 2.Sb. A~-rord i ng to tb<:ir model. the initiation of the Somh Atlantic 
begins at 136 Ma as South AlDl"ri(:a began [0 slillo:: ,,15IW100 along the Falkland 
Agulhas Frocrnrc Zone. The I'arunfl.-Etendeka lavas are dated al 132 ± I Ma ~Af,w A r 
on mineral "'"llanlles, Relllle el (11., \996) and an.: likely related 10 the opening of IhI: 
South Allamic (Figure 2.7) (Lawver 1'1 aI., 1999; Huwkeswonh el al . 1999). 
Fib'Ure 2.6 : Outcrop of Drnke<1shc:rg Group basalt s and Karoo dolerite sm~ (trom GIS 
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Figure 2.7: Location and spatial distribution of the large igneous provinces. Green-
Parana-Etendeka Province; Blue= Karoo-Femrr Province; Yellow- Tobirera Province. 
Red lines= Seaward dipping reflectors. Orange= the southern Cape area of interest 
(from Stem and de Wit. 2003). 
In the mid-Cretaceous, Antarctica continued to move away from Africa, and South 
America from Africa. Figure 2.5c shows the plate positions at 100 Ma. From the late 
Cretaceous (-89 Ma) India began to move nlpidly north (Reeves and de Wit, 2(00). 
Fib'llre 25d and e show the plate's positions at the start and during India's move 
northwards at 90 Ma and 70 Ma, respectively. Although not shown on llgure 2.5e the 
Madagascar flood basalts are dated at 88 ± 1 Ma (.w Ar}9 AI, Storey et at., 1995) and 
are possibly related to the Marion plume wbich may have played a role in [he hreak·llTl 
of Madagascar and India (Storey, 1995). 
The Deccan traps of India are dated at 65.6 ± 0.3 Ma (Re·Os, Allegre eJ aI., 1999) and 
also may be related to continental break-up, this time between the Seychelles and India 
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Reeves and de Wit (1998. 2000)'5 fourth ~ase of Gondwana break-up starts at -43 
Ma when a triple junction developed in the South Indian Ocean separating the Alncan. 
Antarctica and Australia t-India plates. 
2.6 Onshore Mesozoic Basins: The Uitenhage Group (-145-130 Ma) 
Rifting associated with continental break-up may be controlled by prior orogenic 
structures that were reactivated in successive periods of extension (de Wit. 1992). 
Crustal extension during Gondwana break-up resulted in tbe inversion of several east-
west trending, formerly compressional faults (associated with the Cape Fold Belt 
orogeny) creating several onshore and offsbore. extensional basins (de Wit. 1992). 
Thc HeideiberglRiversdale basin is one example of a taphrogenic basin along the 
discontinuous WorcesterlPletmos basin line of half grabens which extends E-W over 
-400 kin (Dingle e/ aI., 1983; Viljoen, 1992) (Figure 2.8). These basins are bounded to 
the north by nOl1llal faults (e.g. the Worcester Fault. Figure 2.8) that are down faulled 
10 the soulh (Viljoen. 1992). These faults are likely to be listric faults. Seismic 
relleloiion profiling ha~ imaged Ihe offshore extensions of faults of similar age and 
trend (e.g. the St Croix Fault and Ihe Gamtoos Fault, see Figure 6.8) and clearly shows 
their listric geometry. Onshore, to the north of the Worcesler!Pleunos line of hasins is 
the Cango Fault that hounds the OudL~hoom Basin. Episodic movement along Ihis 
bounding listric, growth fault created accommodation space that was continuously 
filled by the poorly sorted Enon FOl1llatiOil (Uitenhage Group) to form the Cretaceous 
Oudtshoom Basin (Figure 2.8). The onsmre Mesozoic sediments of the Uitenhage 
Group are confined to these fault-bounded basins along the Cape Fold Belt (Figure 2.8) 
(McLachlan and McMillan, 1976). 
According to paleontological evidence (ammonites), the marine Sundays River 
Formation oftbe Uitcnhage Group (Figure 2.8) is Upper Valanginian to Hauterivian in 
age (McLachlan and McMillan, 1976, -140-130 Ma). McLachlan and McMillan 
(1976) propose a Lower Valanginian to Berriasian age for the Enon and Kirkwood 
Formations (-144-137 Ma). McLachlan and McMillan (1976) claim that no Uitenhage 
Group sediments of Jurassic age have yet been dated. The ouly available radiometric 
age is 162 ± 7 Ma for the underlying Suurberg Group, which is a K-Ar whole rock age 
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age mentioned in McLachlan and McMillan, 1976). Apart from the uncertainty 
inherent in K-Ar whole rock analysis, McLachlan aJK! McMillan (1976) emphasize 
caution in using this age as a maximum for the Uitenhage Group as there may have 
been an erosional or non-depositional break between the two groups. 
Detailed discussion of the formation of the olftlwre basins resulting from Gondwana 
break-up is included in Chapter 6. 
LIt~Gfo<'p 
,- fQlJl, (~'Yed c::n:I h'errooJ 
Figure 2.8: Southern Cape Mesozoic outcrop, Uitenhage Group aJK! faults (from GIS 
database of Martini el ai., 2001 and Mclachlan and McMillan, 1976). 
2.7 Cenozoic Geology 
The Cenozoic \XI1eo-climate of OOIlthem Africa was dry and cool relative to the warm, 
humid Cretacoous (Dingle el al., 1983; Partridge and Maud, 2000). Onshore the 
Cenozoic rock record is sparse (Figure 2.9a). Cenozoic outcrop includes the Kalahari 
Basin in the north, Mio-Pliocene beach terraces along the west coast and limestones 
along tho:: south coast and carbonates, shales, sandstones and evaporates in northern 
KWdZulu-Nalal, southern Mozambique. Cenozoic-aged silcretes are 1.I'idesprew:! around 
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ubiquitous silcrete-capped tctTl«:es can be seen cappmg broad Tertiary paleo-river 
valleys linking adjacent quartrite ridge~ uflhe Cape Fold Belt (Figure 2.9b). 
The Kalahari Basin is a large (>2.5 million km", Haddon, 20()o), flat intracontinental 
depression of internal drainage, fed mainly from the Okavango River and tributarie, 
(Stankiewicz and de Wit, 2005a,b,c). The Kalahari Group is >300 ill thick (Haddon, 
20()o). A sei,mic line, extending -NE-SW across the Northern Cape to the South 
African-Bobwana border (Figure 2.9a), image, a fluvial channel at the base of the 
Kalahuri Group (Tinker, 2001; Tinker ,,( ai., 2002). Partridge and Maud (1987) 
propose that Kalahari sedimentation beh'lUl in the end Cretaceous. Thi~ b supported by 
the presence of fluvial channels which suggesL5 that the climate in this region wa~ wet 
at the onset of Kalahari ~edimentalion, a~ h was in the end CretaceOlL~ (Wihon and 
Norris. 2001. Poulsen, 2004, Jenkym eI at., 20(4). Alternatively, fluvial channels at 
!he base of !he Kalahuri Group rna)' have been produced by a river that originated in a 
wetter area upstream and then flowed through a more arid area downstream, like 
today', Orange River (Haddon, 2(00). 
Along the west coast, relative ~ea level oscillations, fluvial activity and climatic 
lluctuatioI15 have aided in the creation ora wide bevelled ,urface that ,tretches up to 80 
km inland (pether el al., 2000). Oligocene marine regressions have eroded most 
evidence of Paleogene sea level highs (pether e/ at., 2(00). The highe-;t preserved 
evidence of maxImum ~ea level (-90 m) is a product of Miocene-Pliocene 
tTan~gre,~ion (Roger" 1980). Cenozoic deposition along the southern and south 
ea>iem coasts ranges from littoral marine, e~tuarine, lacu~lrine to eolian in origin and, 
like the we,t coast, i, characterised by marine transgressioILS and regressions (Maud 
and Botha. 2000). Along the wuth coo~t Miocene to Pliocene-aged lime,tones of 
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Figure 2.9: (A) "' be distri bution I)f CcnO/OlC OUtcrop (from GIS database of MiI., im ", 
(11.,2001) WId silcrelc:S ( from CI(jCcS datil base. Unh'C'rs ity of Cape Town). (U) One 
{)f maoy ~ ilcTctc-cappcd tel'TlKes capping 'I eniary palco-river valleys " ill>, n lite Cape 
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Figure 3 l' Models for escarpment formation based on the work of King, and on 
fission track thermochronology and cosmogenic isotope analysis. (AO) Downwarp 
model of escarpment formation, as proposed by King (1%2) Escarpment forms by 
'backwcaring' during relative base level falls; (B) Pinned dividc model. Here thc 
escarpment, originally formcd at thc coast, is rapidly dcstroycd by fluvial incision to 
reform at a preexisting (i,e pre-rift) dminage divide The J\amibian escarpment has 
retreated at <20 m/!l.la since thc cnd of the Eocenc (H Cockburn et al., 2000) The 
Drakcnsberg escarpment has retreated at 50-95 m!Ma Over the last 1 Ma (*"'" Fleming 
el at" 1999) to 100-200 lI1iMa from when it became pinned at the drainage divide, 
shortly aftcr rifting (**** Brown el at., 2002) Model figures adapted from Gallagher 
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Figure 3,2 Dislribution of kimberlltes with and without their crater faci es (after 
Ha'l\thorne, 1975 and using kimberlite ages from Jelsma el aI., 2(04). Average crater 
faci es depth is <I SO m though some eXlend to depths of over 300 m (Hawthorne, 
1975). Hawthorne noted that north-weSl of a line drawn across Africa, kimberlite pipes 
retain their crater facies and therefore suggests that Ihere has been less erosion in Ih/S 
north-wesl region since kimberlite emplacemenl (youngest at -67 Mal South-east of 
this line, the kimberlites crater facies have been eroded. The youngest pipes here are 86 
Ma, giving a maximum age of erosion. Uncertain?: Kimberlile clusters which mayor 
may not contain epicla,tic kimberlite Position of the mld-Cretaceou, Karoo and 
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Chapter 4: Fission Track Thermochronology 
4.1. Introduction 
Fission tracks arc "scars" or damage to the crystal lat1ic~ of minerals such as apatite and 
:lireon resulting Jrom radiation damag:~ during spollUlneous fission of trace amounts of 
23~U (l- 1000 ppm) (I'iguTe 4.1). They are microscopic (initially -16 microns in length 
when enlarged by chemical etching) and measured using a high power optical microscope. 
Chemical etching was first used by Price and Walker (1963) who also suggested that the 
accumulation of radialion damage produced by the spontaneous decay Of 2J~U may b.. used 
in goological dating. Basic procedures for this dating technique were flfSt established by 
Price and Walker (1963); Naeser (1967) and Wagner (1968), and work by many authors 
since (Naeser and Faul, 1969, Fleischer et al., 1965a,b, 1974; Gr~~n el at" 1986; Gleadow 
el at" 1983, 1986 ctc,) has improved the procedures of the technique, 
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Figure 4.1: Track I'ormation (aftcr Fleischer el al., 1975). A. The fission fragmcnt ioni1.es 
atoms ()fth~ crystal lattice along: its trajectol)". B. Along this trajectory atoms are displaced 
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The number offis,ion tracks depends on the uranium concentration in the crystal and the 
length of lime over which the tracks have be"n accumulating (Gallagher and Brown, 
\999a). The uranium concentration can be determined experimentally (by cakulating lJ5 U, 
knowing that the isotopic ratio to 23~U is constant), and the number of tracks in a mineral 
can be counted. From this bow much time has elapsed since the tracks began to 
accumulate can be calculated. This establishes its fission track age. 
Fission tracks remain "frozen" in the system when the mineral cools bdow a certain 
temperature, known as the annealing (or closun:.) tem))"ratucc.. Above this temperulUre the 
mineral1attice adjusts, healing the tracks as Ihey form. Below the annealing temperature, 
but above 600C (in apatite), partial 'healing' occurs. This temperature zone is called the 
Partial Annealing Zone (PAZ) (Gleadow and fit4lerald, 1987). Mineral~ used for fission 
trdCk anal)·,is inclooe apatite and lircon which have annealing or closure temp"ratures of 
~Il 0 ± IO"C and 250 ± 25°C, respectively (Gleadow and Duddy, 1981, Gallagher e/ al., 
1998). 
4.1.1 Track Lengths 
Track lengths supply information regarding the cooling history of the mineral. The length 
of a track depends On lh~ maximum temperature to which it was exposed since it was 
formed (Gleadow 0:1 ai., 1986). New tracks continually form below the closure 
temperatur~. Each new track, therefore, will have experienced a different fraction of the 
total thermal history (Gkadow et at., 1986; 2002). Track length decn:.lVltls as ambient 
temperatur~ illCT1'as~s. If cooling is rapid, W~ ex!>"ct all tracks to be of equal 1englh. More 
than one cooling stage will be reflected by a greater spread of track lengths. For example, 
tracks accumulating in a mineral that cools slowly through the PAZ will shorten as the 
cry,tal lattice adj~ts.lfthi, mineT',,1 then rapidly cools \)c,yond the PAl;, subsequent track> 
will be ion!>"r, giving a range in track lengths. 
Track length data provides information on the temperature variations that a mineral has 
experi~nced, wher~as the fission track ag~ (calculated frum th~ number of tracks) allow, 
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41.2 The Fission Track Method (for apatite) 
4.1.2.1 Mineral Separation 
The analytical procedure for the preparation of fission track slides is outlined in figure 4.2. 
Mineral separation is the separation of apatite grains from whole rocks. The rocks are 
crushed in ajaw crusher to 1-2 cm pieces and milled to sand sized particles (-60-300 !-1m) 
using a disk mill. A Wilney table gravimetrically separates the light minerals (quartz, 
feldspar etc.) from the heavier minerals. After drying, the heavier fraction is run through a 
vertical Frantl magnetic separation where the ferromagnetic minerals are removed 
quickly. Sodium PolytungsLate (SPT) is a heavy liquid made up to a specific gravily of 
2.85 g.cm·1 that removes the lighter minerals lhat may have slipped through the Wilney 
table process. The sample is run through a horiwntal Fmntz electromagnetic separ<ltor at 
-0.5 and -~I.OA , to remove the paramagnetic minerals. Lastly, methylene iodide (DIM), a 
second heavy liquid 01' 3.32 g.cm·J , is used to separate zircon from apatite. If, when 
checked optically, separation is nO( complete. centrifuging in SPT may remove remaining 
unwanted mineral grains. 
4.1.2.2 Mount Preparation 
Apatile grains are mounted in epoxy on glass slides at a tempenuure of -IOO"C (Figure 
4.3A). The grain mounts are ground down so thal the internal surfaces of a single layer of 
grains are exposed (R C). Th  mounts are then polished to remove any grinding scralches. 
Etching of each sample in dilute nitric acid (5M HN01) for seventeen seconds at room 
tempel'<lture reveals the spontaneous tracks in the apatite grains (D). Every hatch of 
samples was checked carefully 10 enSllCe adequate elching. An external detector, mica 
(with low uranium content), is fIXed to each sample (E) with heat-shrink plastic, and 12 to 
13 samples are loaded per irradiation can between two standard glasses ofkno\'oTI uranium 
concentration. The cans are suhjected to thermal neutron radiation at the Lucas Heights 
reactor in New South Wales, Australia, and then len to cool for several weeks. Standard 
glasses are used to detect the flux and measure the flux gradient between the first and last 
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(irains mounts returned from the reactor are marked with pinpricks through the mount and 
mica thal allow l'Or microscope ~tage alignment before counting begins. The mica external 
detectors once removed from the grain mounts are ctched in hydrofluoric acid (48% HF) 
for an hour to reveal the newly fonned induced fission tracks. '-"U fission produccs 
induced tracks in the mica detector attached to each sample. From Ihis indliced track 
density, and known neUlron fluence during irradiatioo (Irom the standard glasses at each 
end or the can), the mU concentralion is determined, and Ihu~ the 2JBU concenlration for 
each grain mOlllll (mUfmU i~ con;1ant in natlIn:). The lise of mica to quantify 23iU 
concentration for each molint is called the external detector method (Gleadow, 1981). The 
tinal ~tep is the assembly of Ihe ti~sion track ~lides that compose of the grain mount and 
external mica dctector at similar height and a reference point for slide alignment (F). 
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Figure 4.4: (A) Agc-deplh model profile for a constant low denudation rate. (B) The 
shaded area is removed during a period of increased denudation. (C) The resultant new 
age-depth profile lX'sl upliJt. Note (he preservation of the paleo-partial annealing zone. 
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tracks formed while the sample was within the PAZ will have been annealed. Prior to 
denudation, sample (3) was below the PAZ, and at a temperature of > lID ± 10°C. Rapid 
denudation re~ulted in it~ rapid cooling through the PAZ during which little track 
annealing occurred. A~ a result, this sample ha~ the youngest age, and like (I), ha~ a long 
mean track length (Figure 4.5h). 
After a description of how the samples were acquired (section 4.2) and the FT A results 
(section 4.3), section 4.4 will compare the fission track data to these theoretical models 
describ(,d in 4.1 .4. 
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Figore 4.5: (A) Schematic figure showing how a "boomerang" trend (B) in fission track 
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figure 4,00: Location of oulcmp samples (squares) and boreholes (cTosses). InWl 
enlarged in b: unsuccessful (yellow dots) and successful (white dots) samples. Red 
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University of  Cape Town
Fossil. track Chi Fission track Mcantrack Std. 
Group Stmt. Lithology Elevatioo Number (Ma) !lev. 
(m) of grains (lAm) 
IT02..o2 Cango greywacb 33.42906, 22.2~193 619 30 1.053 (4505) 2.378 (136) 0.416 (238) 4.9 99.04 108:1: 1l 12.62:10 0.24 (100) 2.4 
JT02-04 Cango greywae 33.46415, 22.2~39 473 10 1.094 (4505) 2.81 (1S) 0.618 (16~) 7.1 40.39 91:1: 15 13.1 ± 0.14 (98) 1.39 
IT02..o5 Cango greywacke 33.42154, 22.24128 550 23 Ll14 (4505) 6.528 (SIS) 1.145 (903) 12.8 39.85 114:1:7 12.9 ± 0.12 (102) 1.18 
JT02-14 George -540 gTIIIlito 34JJ0468, 22.55245 52 20 1.l75 (4'05) 4.739 (230) 0.937 (455) 10.0 99.98 107:1: 9 11.86± 0.25 (28) 1.3 
IT02-19 BokbYeld - 390-375 shale 33.78127, 22.342 526 28 1.216 (4505) 9.885 (317) 1.643 (527) 16.9 9S.97 131:1: 10 
JT02-20 Bokkewld shale 33.69149, 22.271111 472 30 1.256 (4505) 6.232 (462) 0.979 (726) 9.7 98.62 143:1: 9 12.35 ± 0.15 (100) US 
JT02-26 Bokkeveld shale 33.34867, 21.74986 785 21 1.017 (3503) 14.102 (2S0) 2.m (382) 26.S S3.58 119:1: 10 12.12 ± 0.43 (33) 2.49 
JT02-30 Dwyka -3SO-275 tillite 33.22082, 22.02561 633 30 1.036 (3503) 6.258 (739) 1.129 (1333) 13.6 45.111 101:1: 6 13.4 ± 0.13 (77) Ll8 
JT02-31 Beaufort -252-238 arlrose 33.16909, 22.03302 550 23 1.056 (3503) 5.623 (425) 0.955 (722) 1l.3 44.74 111:1:7 14.23 ± 0.13 (104) 1.32 
JT02-32 Eooa -27S-252 arkose 33.11368, 22.04922 660 25 1.075 (3S03) 5.658 0.9Sl (58S) ILl 77.8S 115:1: 8 13.27 ± 0.15 (93) 1.41 
JT02-33 Eooa arlrose 33.0271, 22.00091 SI9 24 1.09~ (3503) (364) 1.326 (662) 15.1 94.17 108:1: 7 13.16 ± 0.19 (100) 1.119 
JT02-34 Beaufurt -252-238 arkose 32.96303, 21.98609 514 23 1.114 (3503) 6.7114 (356) 1.193 (626) 13.4 9.79 114:1:9 13.51 ± 0.16 (100) 1.61 
IT02-35 Beaufort arkose 32.87557, 21.96231 542 24 1.I34 (3503) 4.547 (344) 0.687 (520) 7.6 76.39 134:1: 10 13.53 ± 0.21 (101) 2.1 
JT02-36 Beaufort arkose 32.76956, 21.97837 547 24 1.1S3 (3503) 6.1175 (428) 1.373 (1155) 14.9 3'.94 104:1: 7 12.82 ± 0.17 (101) 1.72 
JT02-37 Beaufurt arkose 32.65132, 22.11732 623 26 1.172 (3503) 4.659(399) 0.777 (665) 8.3 78.0 1l6:1:8 12.99 ± 0.19 (100) 1.118 
IT02-38 Beaufort arlrose 32.S 1006, 22.29901 734 22 1.192 (3503) 6.53 (3011) 1.317 (621) 13.8 93.35 106:1: 8 12.72 ± 0.22 (100) 2.21 
IT02-39 Beaufurt arkose 32.30865, 22.S7l72 903 30 0.905 (3966) 5.343 (512) 0.1143 (1108) U.6 9O.S1 103:1: 6 12.62:10 0.17 (100) 1.75 
JT02-41 Karoo 1113 ± dolerite 32.20749, 22.55805 1326 33 0.942 (3966) 2.182 (141) 0.331 (214) 4.4 99.93 111:1: t:z 13.0U 0.26 (101) 2.65 
dolerite! 
IT02-42 Karoo dolerite 32.18S89, 22.54947 14117 24 0.961 (3966) 4.039 (110) 0.492 (134) 6.4 99.95 137:1: 10 
dolerite! 121.,1997 
JT02-44 Karoo dolerite 31.6817, 22.351145 1460 31 0.998 (3966) 3.965 (2S4) 0.4SI (289) 5.7 97.3 IS7:1: 14 13.22: 0.17 (93) 1.68 
dolerites 
JT02-45 Beaufort -252-238 arkose 31.225112, 22.2631 1427 30 1.017 (3966) 7.~14 (4211) 1.00S (624) 13.5 41.83 117:1: 9 13.08 ± 0.17 (100) 1.67 
JT02-46 Karoo 183 ± dolerite 30.79967, 22.16619 llS8 18 1.035 (3966) 4.518 (110) 0.608 (148) 7.3 89.43 138:1: 18 12.69 ± 1.57 (3) 2.73 
dolerites 
IT02-48 Brulpan quartzite 30.08138, 22.61431 1059 28 1.072 (3966) 3.659 (610) 0.551 (919) 6.4 94.12 Il8:1: 7 13.45 ± 0.23 (100) 2.25 
1750 












Standard I.l'!I.Ck FossiIl.l'!I.Ck Induced track Chi Fission track Mean track 
Group 'Y. 
21.3333 
JT03-60 • Beaufort -252-238 28.35 20 1.000 (3314) 7.952 (SI2) 1.275 (821) 16.9 36.49 nl:l: 9 12.7 ± 0.2 (l00) 2.04 
IT03-61 • Beaufort 319.43 20 1.014 (3314) 4.612 (341) 0.837 (619) 10.6 79.36 100:1: 9 12.44 ± 0.22 (101) 2.17 
JT03-62 • Beaufort 602.28 20 1.028 (3314) 3.609 (255) 0.744 (526) 9.98 99.82 90:1:9 12.4H 0.19 (100) 1.88 
IT03-63 • Beaufort 941.22 19 1.042 (3314) 4.589 (271) 1.011 (597) 12.34 98.66 85:1:8 12.34 ± 0.23 (l01) 2.26 
JT03-64 • Beaufort 1210.06 20 l.O56 (3314) 4.456 (274) 1.127 (693) 13.05 79.74 75:1: 7 1253 ± 0.24 (100) 2.38 
JT03-66 • &ell -275-252 1880.62 20 1.070 (3314) 1.813 (117) 0.441 (282) 5.28 99.32 80:1: 10 12.1 U 0.24 (100) 2.39 
IT03-69 Dwyka -35()"270 3037.33 30 1.183 (4411) 0.944 (120) 1.02 (1296) 10.8 0.16 19:1: 3 9.82 ± 0.21 (99) 2.11 
IT03-7l Dwyka 3350.97 30 1.236 (4411) 0.597 (62) 1.132 (1175) 11.4 0.08 13:1:2 10.04 ± 0.21 (loo) 2.07 
JT03-72 Dwyka 3635.65 30 l.263 (4411) 0.548 (54) 1.S57 (1534) 15.4 42.01 8:1: I 8.51 ± 0.49 (36) 2.93 
JT03-73 Dwyka 3921.86 30 0.965 (4390) 0.344 (29) 1.211 (1020) 1S.7 96.67 5:1: I 8.83 ± 0.3 (66) 2.4 
JT03-74 Dwyka 4104.44 19 0.992 (4390) 0.399 (14) 2.597 (912) 32.7 0.08 3:1: I 5.45 ±0.71 (19) 3.12 
KWlJ67 
JT03-75 • Beaufort -252-238 394.11 20 1.015 (3161) 4.513 (242) 0.793 (425) 10.29 89.52 106:1: n 12.611 ± 0.19 (loo) 1.93 
JT03-76 • Beaufort 713.23 20 1.027 (3161) 4.810 (191) 0.980 (389) 13.3 94.38 93:1: 10 12.64 ± 0.12 (97) 1.93 
JT03-77 Beaufort 1005.84 30 1.072 (4390) 6.002 (348) 1.407(816) 16.4 63.9 81:1: 5 12.4S± 0.17 (l00) 1.7S 
JT03-78 Beaufort 1310.64 21 1.099 (4390) 4.183 (205) 1.02 (500) 11.6 9.58 82:1:8 12.39 ± 0.2 (102) 2.06 
IT03-79 Beaufort 1659.64 30 1.12S (4390) 5.053 (455) 1.197 (1078) 13.3 81.58 85:1:5 11.92 ±C.2 (100) 2.01 
JT03-1I1 Beaufort 2357.63 16 1.179 (439O) 5.279 (173) l.S23 (499) 16.1 42.66 74:1: 7 1l.7HO.2(99) 2.0 
JT03-82 &ell -275-252 2725.52 IS 1.20S (4390) 6.135 (180) L755 (SIS) 18.2 87.27 76:1: 7 10.9 ± 0.2 (l01) 2.6S 
IT03-83 &ell 3063.24 17 1.232 (439O) 4.231 (104) 1.827 (449) 111.5 10.68 53:1: 7 10.0 ± 0.34 (55) 2.51 
IT03-84 &ell 3516.48 4 L258{439O) 3.204 (23) 1.S32 (110) IS.2 29.79 47:1: 11 8.63 ± 0.46 (42) 3.0 
JT03-86 &ell 4179.72 31 0.9411 (4137) 1.649 (92) 1.769 (987) 23.3 0.66 19:1: 3 8.12 ± 0.26 (81) 2.33 
JT03-88 Dwyka -3S()" 270 4664.35 30 0.989 (4137) 0.644 (66) 1.493 (lS30) 18.9 82.82 8:1:1 8.53 ± 0.36 (36) 2.1S 
IT03-89 Dwyka 4969.76 30 1.009 (4137) 0.425 (44) LSOI (1554) 18.6 6.13 5:1:1 7.59 ± 0.52 (38) 3.19 
JT03-9O Dwyka 5215.74 9 1.03 (4137) 0.1 (5) 0.711 (356) 8.6 111.87 3:1:1 
CRl/68 
JT03-91 Beaufort -252-238 205.74 33 1.05 (4137) 6.704 (306) 1.31 (598) 15.6 79.01 97:1: 7 12.86 ± 0.21 (100) 2.08 
JT03-92 Beaufort 3S3.87 28 1.071 (4137) 7.209 (234) U65 (508) 18.3 93.17 89:1: 7 12.67 ± 0.27 (64) 2.16 i JT03-93 Beaufort 803J5 30 1.091 (4137) S.281 (471) 1.063 (948) 12.2 78.41 98:1: 6 11.66 ± 0.22 (lOl) 223 
JT03-94 Beaufort 1179.118 17 un (4137) 5.415 (120) 1.164(258) 13.1 92.44 93:1: 10 11.32± 0.36 (56) 2.67 
I 
JT03-95 Beaufort 1829.41 15 1.132 (4137) 4.683 (114) 1.035 (2S2) 11.4 82.18 92:1:11 11.04 ± 0.29 (77) 2.56 
IT03-96 &ell -275-252 2146.10 29 1.152 (4137) 5.767 (216) 1.786(669) 19.4 0.67 74:1:8 11.19:1, 0.52 (23) 2.S1 
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Figure 4.7: Geological cross-section of stlldy transect showing location (red dots) and fission track age (box above) of outcmp sumples. 
Olllcmp ages vary between 89 and 157 Ma. The oldest ages are from the top of the escarpment. 
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4.3.1.2.a Interpretation 
Key first points arising from data: 
1. All outcrops samples have fission track ages that arc younger than their 
stratigraphic ages. This indicates that all samples have experienced elevated 
paleotemperatures. 
2. All outcrops samples have Cretaceous fission track ages, implying that 
significant cooling of up to and possibly exceeding 110 ± 10°C has occurred 
since this time. Owing to the distance of these samples Irom the rill margin (up 
to 600 km), cooling is unrelated to the thermal processes related to rifting. 
Cooling of this onshore region is more likely to be related to its denudation (see 
Gallagher and Flrown, 1999b). 
3. The lack of AFT Tertiary ages for outcrop samples indicates that mujor cooling 
was over by -~5 Ma 
4. All outcrop samples have a ehil value of» 5 %. "lbus the distribution of single 
grain ages measured in each sample is COIl5ist nt with them being from a 
population with a single age. Any possible differences in apatite chemistry, for 
example chlorine content, have not resulted in a wide spread of single grain 
ages. 
5. The tail of shorter tracks preSl-'Ilt in most track lenb>1h distributions may indicate 
a prolonged residence time of the sample within the partial annealing /.one. 
Alternatively short tracks could be retained from a prior thermal history 
implying that the sample has not been completely reset. However. dolerite 
samples JT02-41 and 44 (the latler Ii-om an elevation of 1460 m) that intruded 
the Karoo sediments at IS) ± I Ma (Duncan, 1997), also have a tail of short 
tracks (Figure 4.S) that cannot be inherited_ Therefore all short tracks below 
this elevation (which includes all the outl-TOP and borehole samples) must be 
due to prolonged residence time, at relatively high temperalures, within the 
partial annealing zone. 
6. The shortest tracks measured from the dolerite samples are indicative of the 
maximum temperature to which the sample has been subjeeted_ Sample H02-
41 (at elevation of 1326 m) has scveral tracks in the 3-4 )llll range, reflecting 
highly elevated paleotemperatures (->90Q C). Thus all samples at elevations 













7. Heiny, thi, elevation all single grain ages for all samples arc younger than their 
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4.3.1.3 Borel1ole sampLes 
A total of31 samples were analysed from the boreholes SAl!66, KWI/67 and CR1!68 
(red crosses on figure 4.6). Samples were taken al an interval of -300 m. 
4.3. 1.3. II BoraI1olI1 SA 1/66 
Fi!,'Ure 4.9: Location of borehole SAI!66. Grey= the extent of the Cape Fold Belt. 
Borehole SAl!66 is located -20 kIn from the Northern Cape! Western Cape border and 
-115 km NW ofOudtshoorn (Figure 4.6, 4.7, 4.9). The top of the borehole is at 738 m 
ahove sea level. The borehole intersects samples from the Beaufi)r\ Group (samples 
JT03·60 to (4), the Ecca Group (JT03-66) and the Dwyka Group (JT03·69, 71, 72, 73 
and 74). All apatites were cxtracted from solid core samples. 
Fission trdck ages for Ihe II S!IIIIples of SAl!66 show a non-linear decrease in age with 
increasing depth (curve in Fi!,'Urc 4.10), from 112 ± 9 Ma near surface to 3 ± 1 Ma at 
4104 m depth. The curve has inflection points (*'s. Figure 4.1 0) !It -1500 m and -2750 
m. The curve is convex up between 0 and -1500 m, concave up between -15()O and 
-2750 m and convex up again below -2750 m. Mean !:rack lengths decrease wilh 
increasing depth, fmm 12.7 ± 0.2)llIl to 5.45 ± 0.71 )llIl. Like the outcmp samples, the 
borehole samples are negatively skewed and have a tail of srorter tracks. This 
dispersed track length distribution is shown in standard deviations that vary between 
1.88 fJl1l and 3.12 )llIl. For the latter sample though, only 19 track lengths were 
measured. 3 samples below a depth of 3000 m fitiled the chi! test. This probably 
reflects the inclusion of single '0' aged grains into the central age count. Radial plots 
(Appendix C·I f and g) srow good clustering of the single grain ages of these samples 












5crnp1€ NlJT1ber Depth Age Error on age Lengh Erra on length 
Iml (Ma) fMaI ~"' ~I 
JT03-60 28.35 112.1 9.3 127 0.2 
JT03-61 319.43 100.3 9.1 12.44 0.22 
JT03-62 602.28 89.6 8.1 12.43 0.19 
JT03-63 941.22 85 8.1 12.34 0.23 
JT03-64 1210.06 75.2 7 12.53 0.24 
JT03-66 1880.62 79.9 10 12.11 0.24 
JT03-69 3037.33 18.8 2.7 9.82 0.21 
JT03-71 3350.97 13 23 10.04 0.21 
JT03-72 3635.65 8 1.1 8.51 0.'" 
JT03-73 3921.86 5 0.9 8.83 0.3 
JT03-74 4104.44 3.1 13 5.45 0.71 
~an tract length IJ.Im) 
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Figure 4.10: Age-depth-mean traek length plot of borehole SAl/66. Pink shading= 













4.3.13.b Borelloif> KW1157 
-o - .. - = 
Figure 4.11: Location of borehole KW1/67. Blue squares show the location of the 5 
outcrop samples projected into the borehole profile (Figure 4.12). Grey= the extent of 
the Cape FoM Belt. 
Borehole K W1I67 is located nearest to the outnop transect, -55 km NNE of 
Oudtshoorn (Figure 4.11). It is over 5500 m deep, though the deepest sample of 13 in 
total was acquired at -5200 m. The top of the borehole is at 964 m above sea leveL 
Like SA 1/66, KWI/67 is <70 km south of the escarpment. It intersects rocks of the 
Beaufort Group, F.cca Group and bottoms out in the Dwyka (Jroup. The Owykal Ecca 
contact is -1500 m deeper here than it is in SAII66, -120 km to the \VNW. Apatites of 
JT()3-76, 77, 78, 81 and 83 are from percussion chip samples, the remainder are from 
solid core. 
Figure 4.12 shows the elevation of K WI/67 borehole samples rather than their depth 
below the surface as in fib'llTe 4.10 (borehole SA 1166). The profile has been extended 
by the addition of 4 outcrop samples of differing elevations, all located within 60 !un 
ofKWl/67 (blue squares on fib 'lire 4.12). 
Apatite ages from borehole KWII67 decrease with increasing depth (Fi~,'ure 4.12). 
Fission track ages of outcrop samples range from 137 ± 20 Ma to 103 ± 6 Ma. The 
shallowest borehole sample, JT03-75 (394 ill depth) has a fission track i\b>e of 1 06 ± II 
Ma. the deepest, rr03-90 (5216 m depth) has a fission track age of 2.6 ± 1.2 Ma 
Similarly to SAI/66, this relationship is non-linear. and the <.'Urve (Figure 4.12) is of 
the same shape as that of SAI/66 (Figure 4.10). The curve (including the outcrop 
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depth), -1500 m elevation (-2500 m depth) and -3000 m elevation (---4000 m depth). 
The latter two intloction points arc at greater depths than those ofSAlI66 (-1.5 km and 
-2.75 km. Figure 4.1 0). 
Mean traek lengths decrease with increasing depth from 13.1 ± 0.26 J-im (outcrop 
sample) to 12.68 ± 0.19 11m (top borehole sample) to 7.59 ± 052 11m (deepest borehole 
sample). Track Ienb>th distributions are varied between unimodal for the samples <2400 
m depth (standard deviations between 1.8 and 2.1 J-Ull) to more broadly distributed for 
samples >2400 m depth (standard deviations between 2.2 and 3.2 )IIIl). These latter 
high standard deviations may reflect the low numbel- of tracks counted for samples at 
greater depth. The track distributions of all samples are negatively skewed with a tail 
of short track lengths. Tracks as short as -4 )IIIl are measured from samples al only 
o~7oo m depth. 
All samples pass the chi" lest (except JT03-86) and are thus statistically part of the 
same population. lbe radial plot fOT JT03-86 sample shows good clustering of the 
single grain ages. Thus, as for the three deep samples of SAl/66, failure of the chi1 test 
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Fib'UJe 4.12: Age-depth-mean track length plot of borehole KW1I67. Top of borehole 
at 969 m elevation. Pink shading= PAZ (measured, Gough, 1963). Grey shading= rapid 












43. 1.3.e Borehole GR1J68 
· O..:lt>t= 
Fib'llre 4.13: Location of borehole CR 1/68. Grey- the exlent of the Cape Fold FlelL 
Florehole CR1I68 is -300 Ian ENE ofOudtshoom, -400 Ian E of SNI66 ami ~280 Ian 
E of KW1I67 (Fib'llfC 4.13). Like KW1I67 and SAlI66, CR1!68 is located south of the 
escwpment (-30 Ian). The top ofthe borehole is at 793 m above sea level. 7 samples 
were analysed, of which all but 2 were from the Beaufort Group. JT03-96 and 100 
were from tbe Ecca Group. Samples JT03-91 ami 93 arc percussion chip samples, the 
rcmaindcr arc solid corc. 
Fission track ages decrease wilh incwasing depth from 97 ± 7 Ma at 206 m to 56 ± 10 
Ma at 3446 m (Figure 4.14). The curve of decreasing age with increasing depth is 
sho"'"Il in figure 4.14. The youngest ages (<20 Ma) encountered at depths of> 30Cl0 m 
in SAlI66 and > 40Cl0 m in KWI/67 are not intersected by CRI/68 and this may 
account for thc lack ofthc second (deeper) inflection point noted at 2750 m and 40Cl0 
m for SA1!66 and KW1I67, respectively. The shallower inllection point noted Irom 
these two otber curves is also less distinct in CRII68. but there is a break in slope at 
~2250m (. in Figure 4.14). 
Mean track lengths are between 12.86 ± 0.21 and 9.25 ± 0.67 I-'m. Track length 
distributions arc highly variable, though again. all have a tail of short tracks. A track of 
~3 )lIll was measured from JT03-91 at only 206 m depth. Standard deviations jor trdck 
length distributions vary from 2.1 to 2.6 !-lID. All but thc two deepest samples (lT03-96 
and 100) pass the ehi2 test. Single grain ages of up to -200 Ma were measured for 
lT03-96 and from 0 Ma up to - 160 Ma for lT03-100. Therefore these last two 
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du~ to dirfcrencc~ in apatite mineral chemistry and thus in anl1~<lling chanu;leristics. 
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ScJ:rpIe ~rrber Depttl 1m) Age[Ma) Error on age [Ma) Lengh (LIm) Error en length 
JT03-91 20573999 '" 7.1 12.86 0.21 "m] JT03-92 35387279 "" 7.1 12.67 0.27 JT03-93 803,14797 97.9 5.' 11.66 0.22 
JT03-94 1179.8808 92,9 10.4 11.32 0,36 
JT03-95 1829.4005 " 10.5 11.04 0,29 JT03-96 2146.0967 73.8 7.5 11.19 052 
JT03-100 3446.3735 53.5 7.5 9.25 0", 
Flss.Ion tracio: age [Mal 
Figure 4.14: Age-ckpth-mean track length plot of borehole CRl/68. Pink shading= 
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content. content Oto 
Grain Boreholes Dolerites 
# 
Borehole Borehole KW1I67 
SA 1166 
IT03- 74 75 77 79 82 86 88 89 41 44 46 
60 
Strat B D B B B E E D D 
... 
1 0.90 0.05 0.03 0.77 0.70 0.14 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.65 1.29 0.48 
2 0.04 0.00 0.42 0.05 0.85 0.36 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.68 1.20 0.16 
3 0.00 0.02 0.22 0.99 0.66 0.45 0.11 0.04 0.01 0.35 1.04 0.07 
4 0.75 0.00 1.59 0.30 0.61 0.15 0.18 0.02 0.02 0.99 1.15 0.29 
5 2.2 0.09 1.29 0.07 0.13 0.40 0.22 0.01 0.02 0.80 1.20 0.59 
6 0.55 0.04 1.05 0.06 0.04 0.11 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.55 1.17 0.49 
7 0.68 0.00 0.67 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.05 0.50 1.06 0.35 
8 0.83 0.03 0.04 0.82 0.51 0.45 0.18 0.00 0.00 C).55 1.03 0.43 
9 0.86 0.29 0.02 0.06 0.75 0.07 O.ot 0.02 0.02 0.52 1.09 0.45 
10 0.05 0.02 0.60 0.54 0.00 0.72 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.84 1.00 0.45 
II 0.92 0.00 1.02 0.64 0.71 0.31 0.21 0.02 0.25 0.83 1.02 0.39 
12 0.97 0.00 0.13 0.37 0.47 0.00 0.05 0.07 0.00 0.70 1.17 0.52 
13 0.51 0.16 0.16 0.07 0.34 0.42 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.82 0.88 0.37 
14 0.42 0.04 0.13 1.07 0.10 0.43 0.02 0.06 0.00 0.66 1.00 0.22 
15 0.37 0.05 0.58 0.86 0.39 0.00 0.17 0.04 0.00 0.60 1.17 0.25 
16 0.03 0.03 0.25 0.68 0.43 0.09 0.00 0.02 0.30 0.92 0.55 
17 0.49 0.00 0.43 0.2 0.41 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.64 1.04 
18 1.2 0.26 0.75 0.28 0.80 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.24 0.91 
19 0.23 0.02 0.26 0.85 0.47 0.04 0.08 0.00 0.74 1.30 
20 0.06 0.09 0.67 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.77 1.30 
Ave. 0.60 0.06 0.49 0.49 0.44 0.27 0.09 0.02 0.02 0.64 1.09 0.36 
Chlor 
ine 
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Figure 4.16: Fi:;sioll track age V8. Ji>tallce rrom the margin for outcrop samples. Note the lack of correlatiol.l between fission track age and 
distance from the mar~,'in_ TIle oldest ages are measured from the top of the escWI'ment, e.g. 156.8 ± 13.7 Ma (JT02-44) and a gwup of 
















4.4.1.3 Mean track length ¥s. fission track age (Boomerang plots) 
The variation in mcan traek length with tission tr,lCk age lor the outcrop samples of 
this study is shown in figure 4.17. No "boomerang" trend is evident (described in 
section 4.1.4.3), suggesting that the denudation history recorded by th~ outcrop 
samples from varying elevations does not reflect a simple one-phase denudation. All 
the outcrops sampled in the study are completely reset (see Chapter 4.3.1.2.a, point 5) 
therefore sample 1 (from Figure 4.5, section 4.1.4.3) has been eroded. In addition, 
there has hcen more than one period of accelerated denudation. In one possible 
scenario, the deepest sample (3 in fib'ille 4.5) cools rapidly during a first phase of 
accelerated denudation to temperatures still >60°C. Denudation slows, resulting in 
track annealing. A second phase of increased denudation then brings the sample to the 
surface. Mean track lenb>1h of this sample (3 in figure 4.5) and others below it, 
therefore depends on the length of time in the PAZ and the temperature at which 
annealing occurred. Again, because the sample transect extends over -600 km, a single 
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4.4.1.4 Me..n track length vs. standard deviation of track lengths 
Figure 4.18 shows the comparison betw~n mean track length and standard deviation 
oftlle track length distribution of the outcrop samples. Standard deviation is high when 
the track lengths arc broadly distributed. Regionally there is an inverse relationship 
between mean track length and standard deviation (excepting the George granite 
sample (JT02-14) rrom which only 28 lengths were measured). This suggests that there 
is a factor CffiltTol1ing both the mean track length and its standard deviation. This may 
Tenect the anisotropy of track shortening. "lbosc tracks that arc oriented perpendicular 
to the crystallographic C-axis will anneal faster that those that are parallel to the c-axis 
(Brown, 1992). "\bus the higher the temperature to which a sample is subjected, the 
greater the degree of annealing, the shorter the mean track Icnb<th and the larger the 
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Fib'l!re 4.18: Graph of mean track length vs. standard deviation for outcrop samples. 
Regression line is drawn omilling JT02-14 where only 28 track lengths were measured. 
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Other factors that may influence track length distribution include the apatite's chemical 
eomJXlsition andJ or protracted cooling within the PAZ. Individual grains of variable 
apatite comJXlsition within a sample increase the standard deviation of the track length 
distribLtion of that sample (as tracks within more CI-rich grains anncal more slowly) 
but are unlikely to result in a simultaneous decrease in mean track length. Extended 
residcnce of the sample within the PAL., however, will both decrease the fission track 
age (by shorlening the newly fonning tracks) and increase the standard deviation 
(becal1~e each ncwly addcd track will have experienced a different maximum 
temperature therefore will be of different length). lhl1~ the samples have likely cooled 
slowly through the PAZ. 
4.04.1.5 Standard deviation 01 track lengths ¥s. Chi' (%) 
Comparing standard deviation of track lenb>th distribution to the samples chi2(%) value 
(an indication of whether the grains are from one JXlpulation) may help to understand 
thc reasons for track lenb>th dispersion. Apatite comJXlsitional variations andJor the 
presence of inherited tracks are two JXlssible causes of a broad track length distribution 
(high standard deviation). An increase in slandard deviation caused by either of the 
above would also be accompanied by a decrease of the ehi"(%) of the samplc. A 
sample with inherited tracks or varying apatitc chemistry may thus have both a broad 
track length distribution (standard deviation) and a low cbi\%) value (because the 
single apatite grains are not part of the same population). 
An inverse correlation between standard deviation and ehi1 value suggests that track 
length dispersion may be related to apatite comJXlsition or incomplete thennal 
rescuing. Figure 2.19 shows no inverse correlation between standard deviation and 
chi2(%).1bis suggests that the factor influencing starJdard deviation of the track length 
dislributions and the sample's ehi\O/o) is not apatite chemistry, or the presence of 
inherited tracks. An alternative control on the standard deviation of track lengths is 
protracted cooling within the PAZ. "Ibis will increase the standard deviation of the 
track length distribution without allcring its chi2(%). Protracted cooling, therefore, may 
be a better explanation tor the outcrop sample's wide dispersion of track lenb>1hs (and 
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Figure 4.19: Graph of standard deviation of track lengths vs. Chi"%. . 
......... 1.6 Younger Cango Group ages 
Fission track ages calculated for the Cango Group out<.mp ~amples, H02-01 , 2. 4 and 
5 (89t 6 Ma. 108 ± 12 Ma. 92 ± 15 Ma and 114 ± 7 Ma. respectively) are on average 
younger than the surrounding ages (Figure 4.20). Samples H02-19 and 20 are -25 km 
to the south of the Cango samples and are dated at 131 J 10 Ma and 143 ± 9 Ma, 
respectively. Karoo SUpe!"b'lUUP sample~ from ~imilar elevations to the north range 
from 102 Ma to 134 Ma. The Enon Fonnation, Uitenhage Group, which is 
geographi<:ally closer to the Cango Group unfortunaIely yielded no apatite, therefore 
could not be dated. 
Brown (1992) noted similar abrupt changes in fission track age in the southwestern 
Cape across several faults (the Worcester fault, the Saldahna-Franschoek fault zone 
and the Piketberg-Wellington fault zone) and observed that ages within each structural 
block were unifunn. Bwwn (1992) attributed these age differences across structural 
blocks to significant vertical displacement along these faults synchronous with, or post 
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The relatively YOlUlger ages for the Cango inlier may he explained in the same way. 
Tectonic unroofing may be the cause (shown in Figure 4.20). The Table Mountain 
Group on the north side of the Cango inlier is ovenurned by folding during the Cape 
Orogeny (-250 Ma.. Figure 4.20b). Extension between -140 and 130 Ma as South 
America rifted away from Africa resulted in the reactivation of previously reverse 
faults as listric normal raults. This movement created accommodation space into which 
the Uitenhage Group was deposited (Figure 4.2Oc).ln this model renewed extension at 
-:0:90 Ma displaced the hanging wall of the TMG and Uitenhage Group relatively 
dovmward to the south and thus unroofed the Cango inlier (Figure 4.2Od). A similar 
scenario of YOlUlger themml age:; exposed due to tectonic exhumation and unroofing is 
described in the southern Basin and Range Province by Fosier and John (1999) who 
also used thermochronological technique~ (4oAr_39Ar and zircon! apatite fission track 
analysis). 
Alternatively, the Cango Group may contain apatite~ with higher fluorine contem than 
those ofthe Karoo Supergroup, thus preserves younger ages. 1be Cango samples "'ere 
not probed to determine their chemical composition, however, based on evaluation of 
the size of their track etch pits (thus indirectly their chemical composition), this latter 
explanation appears inadequate to explain the observed differences in ages. 
Figure 4:20 (over the page): (A) Relatively young fission track ages of samples from 
the Cango inlier. Abbreviated sample tlumbers (e.g. JT02-31 to 31) are shovm below 
the red dots and their fi~sion track ages are ~hovm above. Inset (8) to (El: A tectonic 
hi~tory consi~tent with the thennal data. (C) Table Mountain and Cango (Jroup~ were 
folded during the Cape Orogeny. at -250 Ma. (D) Listic nonnal movement along faults 
during the Otlset of the break-out of Africa from Gondwana resulted in the deposition 
of the Enon Formation in the newly crealed accommodatiotl space (-140-130 Ma). (El 
Tectonic unroofing! exhumation occurred whetl reactivation of the nonnal raults 
resulted in the displacement of the TMG/ Enon hanging wall relatively downward to 
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4.4.2 Boreholes 
In this section., the borehole's variation in fission track age and mean track length with 
increasing depth is discussed. The shapes of these plots (Fib'l!re 4.10, 4.12, 4.14) are 
compared to that or the theordical model an 'ideal' borehole that is subject to sudden 
innease in denudation (Fib'l!re 4.4, ouUined in section 4.1.4.1 and 2). 
4.4.2.1 Finion track age va. depth 
The \rend or fission \rack age ".s. d~p\h for the lhree boreholes (Figure 4.21) is similar 
in overall shape to lhat of the lheoretieal borehole described in section 4. 1.4.i (Figurc 
4.4). This suggests that ror lhese three areas at least, rapid denudation may have 
followed a slow period or denudation. The top -500-750 m of borcholes SAI!66 and 
KW1!67 may be a pr~served PPAZ with the inflection point (*'s on Figurc 4.21) 
marking its base. The fission track age at this inflection point for both boreholes is-90 
Ma, and, in view of thc model outlined in section 4.L4.i, records the onset of 
accelerated denudation. The steep gradient between -90 Ma and 70-75 Ma is also 
present in borehole CR1!68, though it appears that the PPAZ has been completely 
eroded. Thus the onset of accelerated denudation in this location must have been at >97 
Ma (age of the top sample from CRl/68). The steep gradient through the added outcrop 
samples (KWI!67) is evidence of an earlier period of upli!l betw~en -137-110 Ma 
(shaded in blue on figure 4.21). 
Figllnl 4.21 (over the page): Changing mean track length (squares) and fission track 
age (diamonds) with depth lor boreholes (A) SA1!66, (R) KW1!67 and (Cl CRI!68 
(blue) and rour oulcrop samples (r~d). Gradient of age with depth is steepest indicating 
faster cooling, between -137 and 110 Ma (KWl!67, shaded blue) and -95 and 70 Ma 
(all ooreholes, shaded yellow). Elevations (above sea level) of the tops of the boreholes 
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4.4.2.2 Fission track age v ... mean track length 
Though the fission traek age-dcpth profiles for the three boreholes (Figure 4.21) are 
similar in shape to the model profile of figure 4.4, the variation of mean track length 
with depth is different. \Vhcre stability is followed by an inerease in denudation rate. 
samples originally at temperatures> 110 ± loec will eool quickly through the PAZ and 
hence have long mean traek lengths. Those samples at depths within the PAZ prior to 
the rapid denudation will have shorter mean truck lengths_ Irthe inOection point C") at 
-90 Ma for boreholes SAII66 and KWI167 marks the base or the PPAZ, then the 
samples below this point should show an increase in mean track length. Tn borehole 
KWI167 and SAI/66 the mean track lengths do not increase below'·' (Figure 4.21). 
The mean track lengths are similar until depths >-2 km, after whieh they decrease into 
the present day PAZ. 
Thus, the shape or the /is.I-ion track age vs. deplh profile suggests that there has Ix:en 
irn;reased denudation beginning at -95 Ma. Ho",~ver, the discrepancy between 
expected and actual mean track lengths for this scenario may indicate lhat the thermal 
history is not so simple and may involve more than one period orim-Teased denudation. 
A fourth borehole, Qu1165 from north of the escarpment (from Brown, 1992, Figure 
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Figure 4.22: Location (A) and age versus depth plot (E) of borehole Qul!65 (from 
Brovm, 1992). Grey band indicates a period of rapid cooling associated with high 











4.4.3 Apatite composition 
TrdCks within apatite grains that are rich in chlorine are more re~i~tant to annealing 
than those of fluorine-rich apatites and tend to have older fis~ion track ages (see 
section 4.1.2.3). Dolerite sample JT02-44 has a fission track age that is -30 Myrs older 
than an adjacent Beaufort Group sample (JT02-45) from a similar elevation. This age 
difference may be due to the dolerite's high chlorine content (average of J.094 wt%). 
The effect of chlorine content of a sample on its fission track age i~ te~ted by 
comparing single grain age~ within iiClected samples with the each grain's respective 
chlorine content. As chlorine content increases so the single grain ages should increase. 
Figure 4.23 show~ that this i~ not always the case. Two of the Karoo dolerite samples 
and one of the borehole samples in tact show the reverse trend of decrewsing age with 
increasing chlorine content. The remaining samples show a decrewse in age with 
decreasing chlorine content but in some examples the points are scattered and the 
relationship is unconvincing. As mentioned in section 4.1.2.3, the role of the OH- ion 
and other additional composition variations in the annealing process is poorly 
understood (Gallagher, 1995; Carlson el al., 1999). Perhaps the conditions lUlder which 
the dolerite samples (JT02-41 and 44) containing chlorine-rich apatite crystallised, also 
resulted in other chemical changes within the apatite. negating the expected decrease in 
annealing rates. Figure 4.23 shows that, at least in the case of these nine samples, the 
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Figure 4.23: Chlorine content (in weight %) VS. fission track ages of single grains from 
borehole KWI/67 and 3 Karoo dolerite sample~_ Red line- linear regre~sion line. Note: 
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Figure 4.24: Location of the 4 boreholes used to measure heat flow (black ero~ses, from 
Gough, J962). Blue crosseF boreholes SAI/M, KWI/67, CRI/68 aoo green cross= 
KAI/66. 
Assuming no radiogenic heat production over the depth interval, the geothermal gradient 
for ooreholes KW 1/67 and CR 1/68 i~ calculated using the following heat equation: 
T= T. + q(IX/K, where III 
T"~ Sur/ace Temperature. 
Qu= Measured ,'ur/ace hea/flaw. 
Calculated from the average heat flow measured by Gough (1%3) from 4 
ooreholes (Table 4.3). 
K- 'Thermal conduclivity. 
The ratios of shale to sandstone to siltstollC for the various stratigraphic groups 
were obtained from the borehole logs of CRJ/68 and KW1/67. Using these 
proportions, as well as Gough's (1%3) average thermal conductivity values for 
Karoo sandstone, sill~lOne and shale (converted to W/rnJK, Table 4,3), a weighted 
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depth interval) was calculated (Tahle 4.4). This thermal conductivity was then used 
in the above equation to calculate geothermal gradient (,rahle 4.4) and the 
temperature at various depths for borehole KWI!67 and CR1I68 (Tahle 4.4, final 
column). 
X- Depth. 
Table 4.3 Average heat flow and thermal conductivity of Karoo rock8 (from Googh, 
1963). 
,; 
Table 4.4: Conductivity and heat flow valoes used in calculation of geothermal gradient. • 
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4.5.5.2 Comparison to other estimates of present day lleothermaillradient 
Actual downhole t~mperatures were m~a~ured hy ,,"ugh (1963) aller original drilling in 
the 1940's. Florehol~ t~mp"ratures were also measured with thennomders strapped to 
drilling equipment while the second stage of drilling was in progress in the 1960's. Table 
4.5 compares these data with that calculated in table 4.4. The data are pres~nt~d 
graphically in tigure 4.25. Note, the geothennal gradient measured while drilling is high~r 
than that m~aSl1red all~r drilling (Gough, 1963) and high~r than that calculat~d using the 
heat equation above. I !eat measurements made while drilling is in progress are inaccurate 
because of a number offactors including the usc ofdriHing fluids. friction, convective heat 
loss elc. Therefore in this study a present day g~othennal gradient of _20°Clkm is used 
(grey interval on figure 4.25). 
Table 4.5: Geothennal data measured while drilling boreholes SA1/66, KWI/67 and 
CR 1/68 (&>ekor), aller drilling bnrehol~s 1-4 (Iocation- ligure 4.24, Gough, 19(3) and 
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Figu", 4.25: P",sent day geothenna[ gmdient measured during drilling. dark grey 
(horeh"l~ logs), after drilling (Gough, 1963) and calculated lTom the heat now equation 
(I). Light grey band= range of present day geothermal gradients, _20°Clkm. Orange--
present day partial annealing LOn~_ Dashed lines indicate range of depths equivalent to 
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4.5.5.3 Paleo.geothermat gradient 
Paleotemperatures down a borehole may be constrained by combining lission track data 
with vitrinite reflectance (VR) data (Bray e/ aI. , 1992). UnlOr"tunately. the scarcity of 
Karoo VR data precludes this approach. However the paleogeothermal gradient in the 
early Cretaceous may be estimated by lirst calculating heat production at that time, using 
equation (2) of Kramers e/ al. (2001): 
Ht= P [3.48"1 0--6"CK"eO~~' + O.0256"Clh "el.Il4~'+ C L " 
(0.9929"0.0918"eO.155h+ 0.0071 *0.576* eo.93485t)I, where 121 
p= rock density= 2460 kg.m- l for Karoo (average of shale and sandstone densities, 2540 ± 
40 kg.m-' and 2380 ± 80 kg.m-', respectively, Jones, 2003) 
Ht= Heat production in "Wm-' 
C", Cn , ClJ= Present day concentrations of K, Th and U in ppm 
I~ lime (Ga) 
Very little is published on U, Th and K concentrations of rocks from the Karoo 
Supergroup. Beeson (1980) inve~tigated the gcochemi.>try or siltstones and mudstones in 
the Beaufort Group. Average values of 4 ppm U, 16 ppm Th and 31554 ppm K (converted 
from 3.8 wt%) were calculated lor the region in which boreholes SA 1166 and KWI.67 
were drilled. Zawada (1988) measured the trace element compo.>ition of the Beca and 
Beaufort Group mudstones. His values 01" K20 range between 2.1 and 4,3 1'11%, which are 
similar to those of BcesOll (1980). The concentrations measured by Beeson (1980) are 
used in the equation of Kramers e/ al. (200 I) for t= 0 and t- 140 'via. Heat production 
calculated in this way is 2.2578 )l Wm-' at 140 'via and 2.2148 ]lWm-J at I~ 0 Ma. To show 
how this decrease in heat production OVer 140 Myrs affects the geothermal gradient, 
equation (3) is solved Ie.- the upper 2865 m or borehole KW 1/67. Equation (3) is the heat 
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T(x)= To + qoXfK- H.x2I2K where 
T(x)= temperature ee) at depth x (kin) 
T 0= surface tcmpcrature= 20°C 
'lo= heat flow (55.77 W.m'·, see table 4.4) 
K- Ihtl!1nal conductivity (2.81 Wm·I,oell 
Ho heat production (2.2578 j.lWm-J at t= 140 Ma, 2.2148 I!Wm-J at t= 0) 
131 
Solving this equation l'or Ho= 2.2578 j.lWm·J (1= 140 Mal, gives a temperature of 70,39°C 
at a depth of 2685 m (base of Beaufort Group), which tran,late, to a geothermal gradient 
of lS.77°Clkm through thi8 unit. Solving the equation for 11,,- 2.2148 "Wm-l (. 0 Mal 
gives a temperature of 70.45°C, which translate:. to a geothennal gradient of 18.79 °Clkm. 
This difTerence;, negligible. Therefore decrew;ed heat production since 140 Ma has had 
no appreciable effect on the region's geothcnnal gradient. Thus, in forward modeling of 
the fission track data (section 4.5.6), the palcogeothermal gradient is assumed unchanged 
from (he present day goothcnnal gradient, calculated from Ilgure 4.25. 
4.5.6 Forward modelling of borehole KW1167 with Thermotrack 
Thennotrack is a 1-0 numerical lorward modelling program (,ec Brown e/ at. , 1994 for 
model detail> and Fitzgerald e/ ul. , 1999 lor an example of its application). For a given 
burial/exhumation hhlory, Thennotrack produce8 a thennal model and then li:.1> the 
fission track ages and mean (rack lengths of a series of vCJ1ically offset samples expected 
for that model. These model values arc then compared \0 the measured fission track dam 
from borehole K W ]/67 to as8<:S, how realhtic the input burial/exhumation model i8. Since 
all samples have been completely rc><lt (800 section 4.5.3) it is only possible to model the 
exhumation history (Le. time since the sample was at its maximum temperature) and not 
the sample's burial hislOry. The geothennal gradient is set at 200c/km (see section 4.5.5). 
4.5.6.1 Quantifying denudation since 80 Ma 
Thermotrack is iirs( used to quantify late-stage denudation «80 Ma). lbc forward model 
is constrained by the observation of two episodes of accelerated cooling in the early 
Cretaceous and mid Cretaceous (see section 4.5.3). Assuming denudation of 2 km in the 
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since 80 Ma arc produced. Denudation since 80 Ma oro km (C), 0.5 km (Fl), 0.75 km (A), 
I km (D) and 2 km (El are modelled. In (F) denudalion of3 km ,ince 30 Ma is modelled. 
The values lISed in lhe,e models and the rewltant model curves generated by Thennotrack 
are given in table 4.6 and figure 4.26 re-;pecliveiy. These curves are wmpared to the 
measured curve of lission \,dek age with depth to a,sess which value or denudation since 
80 Ma is most reali>tic. 
Tahle 4.6: Model parameters used to estimate late-stage «80 Myr) denudation. Numhers 
are in kill. 
I~O Ma 140 ),t. 120 M. IOOMa 80 Ma , 0 , 0 ; 0.7.1 
B " 
, 0 ; 05 , 
" 
, 0 , 0 
D 0 , 0 , , 
" 
, 0 ; , 
10 M. 6~ Ma 30M. , 0 0 , 
The model curve, generated hy varying denudation ,inee 80 Ma are very different lO each 
other. Qualitatively, A, Fl and D (0.5 to I krn of denudalion ,inee 80 Mal be,[ fil the 
fission track age measurements. C, F and F are poor illS to the measured data.. (A 
,ta.tistical analysis ortlle tit of the curves to the measured data foHows at the send of this 
section). 
The genend shape orthe modeHed mean track length curves for A, II and D is similar to 
that of the measured values, but is displaced to the right (longer mean tnlck lengths, Figure 
4.26). Modelled mean track ien!,>ths for A, Band D are consistently ~Ij.illltoo long. The 
likely rea'<)n for thi, discrepancy is that Thennotrack uses an initial track length (16.3 
].J.m), which cannot he changed without changing the program code. Section 4.5.4. explain, 
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Figure 4.26: (A) Comparison between model curve, of fission tmck 3g~ and mean tracK 
length vs. depth generakd in Therrnolrad: for varying denudation since 80 Ma, and the 
measured fi,,;on track ag~s and mean track lengths from borehole KW1!67. (B) 












Thi~ rna) account lor the observed consistent differences between the modelled and 
measured mean track lengths. Mean track length curves for model E and F do not match. 
or mimic the shape orthe measured mean track length curve. 
'F· models uplift as a recent. post 30 Ma phenomenon (c.C Burke. 1996. Chapter 3). The 
resultant curve is clearly a p<XII" lit to the mea~ured fi~~ion track ages. Also. the shape of 
the mean track leogth curve poorly fit~ the ob~erved mean track lenb-ths. n1U~. ~ignificant 
denuda/ion did not oceur after 80 Ma The maximum post-80 Myr uplift that tits the 
borehole data is I km. Thus. these data do not support a model of extensive denudation 
post 30 Ma. as advocated by Burke (i 9%). 
4.5.6.2 Quantifying d&nudatlon in the Cr"taceous 
The second modelling step involves lixing the post-SO Myr uplift at I km and varying the 
degree or denudatinn earlier in the Cretaceous. First. mid Cretaceous uplift (100-80 Ma) is 
lixed aL 3 km and early Cretaceous uplift is varied beN.-een I and 2 km (K.O and J. Table 
4.7 and figure 4.27). Curves generated for varying amounts of early Cretaceous 
denudation are very ~imilar and close to the {"'~erved values (J. K and D. Figure 4.27). 
Table 4.7: Model parameter~ used to e~timate e...-Iy Cretaceou~ (140-120 Ma) and mid 
Cretaceous (100-80 Ma) uplift. 
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Figure 4.27: (A) A comparis[}f1 lrelw~en model Curws of lission lrnck age and mean lrack 
l~ngth vs. d~pth generated lor varying denudation in the carly Cretaceous (models J. K and 
OJ. and the measured fission track ages and mean track lengths from borehole KW1/67. 
Denudation since 80 Ma is fixed at 1 km. 1)enudation in th~ mid Cretac~ous is lixed at 3 
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Early Crela~eous d~nudalion is lixed al 1.5 km and 2 km in models II, K, L and I, D, (I, 
respe<;livdy. Mid Cretaceous d~nudation i~ varied between 2 and 3.5 km. Varying mid 
Cretaceous denudalion results in a wider spread of curvc, (Figure 4.28), indicaling that 
mid Cretaceous cooling is an important control on the ovcrall shape of the modc! curvcs 
and thus on thc thennal his lory ofthc samples. Of the six eurvcs (figurc 4.28) K, L, nand 
G are the boe~t fit to th~ mea.:;ured fission lra~k age8. Again, mean track I~ngth8 are 
systematically too long, by -I j.lm. 
A lea~t >quares statistical analysis is undertaken to assess which of all the model curves (A 
lo L, figure 4.29) is the test fit to the measured fission track age data. and thus is the best 
approximation of borehole KW1/67'8 th~rmal hi<;lory. The results of this analysis are 
pre~ented graphi~al1y in jigur~ 4.30a The best filling model, A (circled in red), involv~~ 
denudation of2 km in th~ early Cretaceous, 3 km in the mid Creta~eous and 1 km since RO 
Ma Other models that are also a good fit include J, K, L, G and n, in which th~re is 
denudation of I to 2 km in the early Cretaceous, 3 to 3.5 km in th~ mid Cr~taceous and 1 
km since 80 Ma. Models E, F, 11, I, B and C are poor fit8 to th~ me"-'>ured fi~sion tra~k 
data. 
Although m<x]el mean track lengths differ /Tom measured lengdl (because initial track 
length was set at 16.3 J-U11), the model curve that is the most similar in shapt' to the 
m~asured lengths boe~t approximates the lhennal history of the sample. In this statistical 
analysis, the distance between measured mean track I~ngth and each model length wa~ 
measured. -Inc standard deviation of these distances for ea~h model r~n~cl~ how similar 
each model curve is to the measuroo values. The lowest standard deviation indicates the 
mo~t <;imilarly shaped curve. The results of these calculations are shown in figure 4030b. 
Model curves for D, J, H, I, A and II are the most similar in shape to the mceasurox! mean 
track lengths (best fit for II. eirded in red). As io ligure 4.30a, models C, E and F (where 
denudation sin~~ 80 Ma is 0, 2 and 3 km re<;peetivcly) arc the poorest fit to the measured 
data. Figure 403Oc i~ composcd from 4.30a and b to assess which models best fit both the 
age and mean length data. The best fitting models are A, J and I) (they plot dos~~l lo lhe 
origin on figure 4.30). Thus I to 2 km of denudation OCCUlTed in the early Cretaceou~, 3 
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figure 4.28: (A) A comparison between mocleJ curves of fi ssion track age and mean track 
length vs. depth genemted for varying denudation in the mid Creta<:eous, and the mea,ured 
fi ssion lrack ages and mean [rack lengths fmm borehole KWlf67. Denudation since 80 Ma 
is nxed at I km. Denudation in the early Cretaceous is fixed at 1.5 km (models H, K and 
L) and at2 km (models I, 0 and G). (3) Exhumation and cooling paths of se lected, evenly 
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Figure 4.29: All model curve<. (A to L) generat~d by varying d~nudalion in the early and 
mid Cretaceous and since 80 Ma. 
Figure 4.30 (over the page): (AJ A least squares statistical assessment of goodness of tit 
between model curves and measured fission track ab'e data (best fits shown in red letters). 
Models A to L are listed along the x-axis. The )I-axis is a measure of how well the model 
curves til the mea~ured curve. (B) Slandard deviation or dilTerence between model mrWs 
for mean track lengths and measured mean [rack lenglh~. Low ~tandard devialion indicates 
thai the curves arc of similar shape (shown by red letters). These models best approximate 
the borehole's thermal hi~tory. Re~t fitting rnodeh from figure 4.30a and b are circled in 
red (A and H). (C) A ~ombination or (A) and (B) shows that models D, A and J (red dots 
and letters) are the best fit to the measured fission track data. Thus I to 2 km of denudation 
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4.5.7 Inverse modelling of borehole SA 1/66 with Monte Trax 
Inven;" modelling of l1ssion track data docs not provide a unique thenna[ history. Several 
thennal hi.,tories rna}' re.,ull in exactly the same fi."ion track age, mean track length and 
track length distribution of the sample, although modelling a series of vertically olTset 
samples does olTer a further constraint. 11le inverse modelling procedure is used here as a 
way to exclude possible theffila[ histories. [t is also used 10 test whether a thermal history 
involving denudation in the carly and mid Cretaceous can produce the range of 11ssion 
track ages and lengths that arc measured from borehole SAI/66. 
Tre Monte Trax soflware (developed by K. Gallagher and explained in Gallagher, 1995) 
",orks as follows. l'he fission track single grain age and track length data (mean length lind 
distribution) for each sample of borehole SAl!66 are imported into tre program. The user 
then inputs any available geological constraints on the buriallexhumalion history of the 
sample by specifying temperature-time 'boxes' which must be incorporated into the 
thermal model Through an iterative procedure (MOnic Carlo simulation) Monte Trax then 
produces a set of thermal modeh that be,t fit the data. The predicted model results can 
then be compared to the observed fi>sion track age and track length distributions. 
The purpose of using this software is to test whether an exhumation history involving 
denudation in the early Cretaceous (~'140-120 Ma), quiescence from -120 to 100 Ma, 
renewed rapid denudation from ,-100 Ma to ~80 Ma and minor denudation since ~80 Ma 
may be adequate to explain the ob,erved variation in 11ssion track age and track lengths 
",ith depth. The intention was not to prove that this is the only exhumation history ro."ible 
10.- all six samples from borehole SAlI66, but rather that the samples could have been 
exhumed in this way. It ",as also hoped thai Monte 'Irax's inver,e modelling approach 
could be used to COIToborate Thcrmotrack forward model results (section 4.5.6). 
As in sectioo 4.5.6, Monte Trax modelling only considers the exhumation history and not 
the prior burial history of the samples. The model setup is given in table 4.8. Ihe 
geological constraints (boxes 1 to 5) outline the thermal history to be tested. Their 
positions are fixed ",ith respeclto time but vary with respect to temperature. Sample JT03" 
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temperature range was chosen to force the sample to completely reset. At this lime, sample 
JT02-66, which is IH50 m deeper, is -40"( hotter (given a geothennal gradient of 
-20"Clkm, se~ s~clion 4.5.5). 'Illcrcforc box 1 for sample JT03-66 is between 160 and 
200°C in the ~arl)' Crdac~ous. Monle Trax cannot constrain cooling at temperatures 
gr~aler than II O"C therefore early cooling at these high temperatures is suggested, rather 
than supported by the Ii~sion track data. The initial track length is se\ at 15.5 fUll. 
lable 4.8: Monte Trax model setup. 
95-1J5' C l00-J.1 5"C 
4.5.7.1 Montll Trax results 
The results of inverse modelling are presented graphically for each sample in figure 4.31 a 
to f and in table 4.9. A comparison of ohserved \0 predicted variations in fission tntck ag~1 
track length with depth is shown in figure 4.32. 
Figure 4.31 (over th~ page): Monte Trax inverse modelling results for samples JT03-60 to 
JT03-66 of bor~hol e SA 1/66. (ire)'- 50 of the he';! fitting th~nnal model~ of which r~d­
th~ he8t fit to the fi88ion track data. Ydlow- the av~rag" lhennal modd and th~ small~r 
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Table 4.9: Monte Trax invers~ modelling results. 
figure 43 I shows that for all the samples, the thermal model tried to keep the sample 
within the PAZ for as long as possible (between boxes 2 and 3). This period of slow 
cooling gives risc to the shorter tracks. It also necessitates a rapid cooling before and after 
this slow cooling phas~. This filS well with what is cxpcct~d fmm the shape of the 
borehole plots and with Th~nnotrack model results. Figure 4.32 shows that there is a gcxxl 
iii of the thermal model to both fission track age and mean track length. However, thoe iii 
of th~ modd to the standard d~vi31ion of m~an track l~ngths is good l'or the lop three 
samples, and poor for the lower three. The reason for this is unclear. Variable apatite 
chemistry is one possible explanation. The lower samples may contain grains of varying 
ClfF. Grains with higher Cl C<lntent are mOre resistant to annealing than Fl rich grains, thus 
tracks measured /Tom a variety or grains are anticipated to show greal spread io track 
lengths_ However, varying apalile chemistry beetween grains will also result in a large 
spread in single g<4in ages (and a low chi" 'Yo). Samples JT03·63, 64 and 66 pass Ihe chi" 
test and are therefore each considered as IrOln a single population_ 
Several alternative models were attempted. some of which produced a better fit 10 one or 
two samples but were unsuccessful in fining all 6 samples. Despite the poor fit of this 
thennal model 10 the standard deviation of lrack lengths for the lower Ihree samples, it 
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4.5.7.2 Denudation estimates from Monte Trax modelling and paleogeo\hennal gradients 
A ~ummary or the results of Monte Trax inverse modelling procedure is given in table 
4.10. Figure 4.33 illustrates the parameters to etc. sct out in table 4.10. 
Table 4.10: Summary of modelling results for various time intervals outlined in fib'llre 
4.34. cooling from 10 to 11 occurs at > 110°C, therefore i~ not constrained by the FT data. 
When subtr-dCting I tO~t I, the square roOI or the sum or errors squared is added , , 
• This assumption is invalid. However, since correlation between to and 11 is unkno1Nl1, the 
COITe~t formula for the SClblraclion of errors cannot be applled rvar(X±Y)~ var(X) + 
var(Y) ± 2cos(X.Yl]. The application oflhe correct formula results in an error that is ± 2 
























" '" Fission trock age (Ma) 
, 
FigliTe 4.33; TO, Tl , T2, nand T4 are the model lempt-'TE.tUTe,; or the sample at times to, 
11, 12, 13 and 14, respectively. 
rable 4.10 gives the aver<lgC amount or cooling over four time intervals (-\37--125 Ma. 
-125--93 Ma, -93-83 Ma and -83-0 Mal. To convert cooling in degree" [n denudation in 
kilometers, the paleogeothermal gradient of each time interval is required. In the forward 
model using Thermotrack, a paleogeothermal gradient of 20aCIkm was assumed. Monte 
hax does not a,sume a pa1engenti1errnal gradient. Instead, the paleogenthermal gradients 
at various times are calculated 1Tom a plol of the maximum temperatures experienced by 
the ,amples (from table 4.11, ca1cula\~d by Monte Trax) vel'Sll'; each sample's current 
depth (Figllre 4.34). In figure 4.34 regression (or best !it) lines arc drawn through !he data 
points and the model geothermal gradients at -125 Ma (tl), -93 Ma (t2) and -83 Ma (0) 
are read from the slope of the,;e lines. 'J he geothermal b'Tlldient at -137 Ma (to) is not 
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Figure 4.34: PaleogeoLhermal gradients calculated by Monle Tntx inverse modelling 
soJlwure vary over time from ~23.3 ± 5.5"CIkm al ~125 Ma to ~j6.9 ± 3.3°CIkrn since 80 
M,. 
According to Montc Trax modelling, the palcogcothcnnal gradient varies between --23.3 ± 
5.5"Clkm (al - 125 Mal and 16.9 ± 3.3°C/km (al -80 Mal (Figure 4 .34). In tah le 4. 1 L 
denudation is calculated by first assuming a constant palcogcolhcnnal gradient (of 
20aCfl.;m 3, for the Thennotrack model, (*) and then by allowing the geothermal gradient 
lo VaT), {lver lime as calculated hy the Monle Trax program (H) from figure 4.34. Total 
denudation calculated using a variable geothermal gradient (5.6 ± 0.32 km) only dillers by 
-400 m from that calculated using a fixcd gcothcmlal gradicnl of 20°C/km (6 ± 0.41). 
Given the large erro!":S on the paleogeo\hermal gradient~ derived rrom Monte Trax, (up to 
5.5"Clkm) and !he small dillerenee in denudation a variable geoihennal gradient actually 
makes, total onshore denudation, estimated from the Monte Trax model, is estimated as 6 













Table 4.11: Calculations of degree and liming of denudation '" using a fixed 
pultlogeothennal gradient of 20"Clkm and ** a variable gcothcnnal gradient based on 
maximum temperatures of samples at each step (from i'iglll"e 4.34). Cooling in the carly 
CretaceollS at temperatures abnve 110°C is not constrdined by the FT data. 
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4.5.8 Comparing the Thermo/rack and Monte Trax models 
The results of both modelling approaches are shown together in ligure 4.35, though they 
arc not strictly speaking directly comparable since they are applied to two difTerenl 
boreholes. The two models do, however, ,how a similar pattern of increasing and 
decreasing denudation since --140 Ma because they have been deliberately conMraincd to 
produce this pattcrn. Thc model constraints arc provided by the fission track data itself. 
Stcep gradicnts on all threc boreholes plots of fission track age verws depth imply mpid 
cooling in the mid Cretaceous (-100-80 Mal. An early Cretaceoll'; period ormpid cooling 
(-140-120 Ma) is suggested by steep gradients through the outcrop samplcs plotted on 
KWlI67 and from the borehole QUl165 (Figure 4.24). Short trdCks measured rrom the 
dolerite samples suggest that all the borehole samples have been completely re,e1. 
Most importantly. the,e two model> are a good fit to all the samplcs of boIh borehole 
SAI/66 and KW1/67. While it is impossible to rule out all alternative untcsted thermal 















and 13 samples of ixlrehole KWI/67 with one model. Many llnsllcces"ful alternative 
modd" Were atlempted. 
Inverse modelling of ixlrehole SA 1/66 using a constant palcogeotho:rmal gradient of 
20°Clkm SliggeSts denudation of2.6 ± 0.25 km in the early Cretaceous, 2.1 ± 0.2 km in the 
mid Cretaceous and 1.1 ± 0.15 km since 83 ± I Ma. giving a total of 6 ± 0.41 km (Table 
4.11). This estimate falls within the 4.75-6.5 km calculated by forward modelling borehole 
KW1/67, that also used a paleogeothcrmal gradient of20"CJkm (section 4.6). According 
to Thermotrack forward modelling, 1-2 km of denudation occurred in the earl} 
Cretaceous, 3-3.5 km in tho: mid Cretaceous and 0.75-1 km since 80 Ma. Combining these 
two model results give" denudatkm of 1-2.6 km in the earl} Cretaceous (-140-120 Ma), 
2.1-3.5 km in the mid Cretaceous (-100-80 Mal and 0.75-1.1 km since the late Cretaceous 
(-80 Ma). 4.75-6.5 km has been denlided from above boreholes SA 1/66 and KW1l67 
since the early Cretaceous {-140 Mal. Chapter 5 investigates the geological and 
geomorphic implications of this exhumation history. 
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Figure 4.35: Graphical comparison of the results of Thermotrack modelling (blue) for 
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Figure 5,1: Outcrop of Adelaide and Tarkastad Subgroups of the Beaufort Group and 
Molteoo, Clareos and Elliot Formations (adapted from Johnson et Ill., 19%). Position of 
boreholes SAl/66, KWl/67 and CR1/68 are marked with red crosse~ 
How jl1r ,'oulh and west did the Molteno, Elliot and C1l1rens Forma/ions exlend? 
Unconformably overlying the Beaufort Group are the Molteno, Elhot and Clareos 
Formations of the Stormberg Group (-460 m, -480 III and -280 m thick, respecllvely. 
totaling -]220 III, Vrsser, 1984; or -1100 m aCUJrdiog to Dmgle el al. 1983), An isopach 
map of the Stormberg Group in Dmgle et Ill. (1983) shows it preserved as a south"ea<t 
thickening wedge of sediments_ The southern part of the original depocentre has been 
removed by syndepositiooal or post-deposiliollal erOSion. Its maXlmum th'ckness is llOO 
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Did /he Dral«!nsberg lavas ex/end soU/h, beyond /he Intrusive dolerite,,? 
The an5"'~r to this questl(ln 15 unknoWIJ, In the case of a younger continental flood basalt 
prOVLnce. the Columbia R,ver Basalt Group (17-6 Ma), Tolan e/ at (1989) (referenced in 
Duncan and ~rsh, in press) describe lava flows of over 600 km, If the southern Cape was 
w vered by an additional -1650 m of Karoo lava (and not wvered by the Stormberg 
Group) then total thickness above the top of boreholes KWli67, SAli66 and CRl i68 is 
5350 to 6350 m (Table 51) Thls is within the denudation range of 475-65 km estimated 
m 5ection 4,5, Tf both the Stormberg Group and Draken5bcrg lavas covered the southern 
Cape then this thickness lllcreases to 6450-7450 m, which exceeds the estimate from 
fisslOn track analYSls 
Cretaceous erosKlll (described m 5ectIOn 52.2) was followed by the de!X'sitl(ln of eroded 
matenallll extensional rifts as50clated with continental break-up, e g the Uitenhage Basm 
(onshore) and Outeniqua Basin (offshore), Tf the Drakensberg lavas once covcred the 
southern Cape region and Cape Fold Belt and were subsequently eroded, then intuitlvely 
basaltic clasts should form a wm!X'nent of the infill of these basms. Tn the north-west 
Algoa Basm, Enon conglomerate clasts are com!X'sed of well rounded orthoquartzitcs, 
sandstones, shale and Velll quartz derived from the basement, Table Mountam quartzite5, 
Witteberg 'ltJaflzites and Bokkeveld shales (Dlllgle el aI" 1983) Rare pebbles of 
amygdaloidal basalt, agate and tufr derived from the underlying Suurberg volcanics (of 
unkno\Vll age) also occur (Dingle e/ al. , 1983). There are no re!X'rts of any Drakensbcrg 
Group oo,;altic clasts within the infilling sediment of these Cretaceous grabens_ This is 
supported by personal observation of the Enon Fortnat,on in the Cango Ba5lll 
5.1 4 Evidence for further burial? 
The -250 Ma Cape Fold Bcit l5 likely an exhumed mountain belt (Tinker ~I al., 20(4) 
Numerous paleoterraces at elevations of up to 1700 m above present river level (Figure 
5,3) suggest that there has been downcullmg of at least I 7 km Since the terraces are not 
dated, fission track thermoehronology is used to estimate the extent of burial and the age 
of downcutling, The highest peaks in the Cape Fold Belt are formed by Table Mountain 
'luartziies that contain no apatite and could not be dated However, dating the overlymg 












26) to 143 ± 8 8 Ma (lT02-20) The track lenglh dlStrlbulion oflhcse =ples shows a tail 
or shoner trdcks (see Figure 4 7b), jlld'cal1ny lhal Ihe' samples have expellellcc high 
temperatutes (>-gO"C) For Ol !;oothermal gradIent of 2O'Clkm Ih '" equales to "devlh of 
b\lrllli of >-3 km n 02-26 and 20 ",,,re s.1mpkd fro m an elevOltion of 472 In and 785 m 
respectl\'ely and the hlghe;1 nea l!::S\ pt"dls III the Cape t 'ok! Belt are -l twO m This 
suggests thut Ihis part of lhe Cape Fold Belt ",:", onginall)' covered by >2 bn of rock 
-
. . ~ 
• - - . 
• . -- , • , • • - ... - ... ~ , - - .. -
Figure ~ 3 (A) .-\ 1 ~!racc al 6{)Q m clcvaho11l11 th~ Ccdarbcrg Moul3ins, - 200 km north-
OOrlhea<1 of Ca"" Town. (B) A n;'m .... m Cenoloic ri'<ef vall")' CUI rnto It., dlWmg Enon 
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A further hint that the Cape Fold Belt IS an exhumed mountain range is its dramage 
pattern. At several locations along the east-wcst trending arm of the Cape Fold Gell 
perennial rivers runnmg north-south meander through yertically dipping, highly competent 
quartzite ridges (FIgure 5A)_ Meanders are generally a feature of a flat landscape and thus 
arc completely unexpected m this terraIn of hlgh relief and highly competent rock A 
likely explanation is that the dramage is mherited from a previous river ~ystern, originally 
drammg coyer rock to the Cape told Belt. Kmg (l %3) describes a similar ~ituation where 
the Vaal River transects the competent cm:ular ridges of the Vredefort oome. I n thIs case 
the drainage was mherited from when Karoo rocks wvcred the dome «Such a wurse 
cannot conceIvably have resulted from the SImple process of Tlver erosion acting alone 
immedIately upon a domed structure. We arc forced to postulate at least two cycles of 
ero~ionP (King, j %3, 195) 
Figure 5.4 (oyer the page) (A) The Gourits, Gamtoos and Sundays Rivers drain the 
southern Cape and in several places (including Seweweekspoort and Gamhskloof, 
enlarged m B) meander through prominent quarlLite ridges of the Table Mounlain and 
Cango Groups. (B) Aerial photograph showing the meandering of the Gourits River 
through ~teeply dippmg quartzites and sandstones in these locatIons. (C) A view of the 
S"mtberg Pass and of tnc meanders at ground level. Meanders also cut through folded 
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What covered Ihe Cape Fold Belt? 
CandIdates for Cape }"old Belt cover include, the Stormberg Group, the Drakensberg 
Group or a completely unknown cover rock, contemporaneous wIth or younger than these 
two groups, that has been completely removed by subsequent erosion in the early and mid-
Cretaceou5, 
5.1.5 Uplift in the Cretaceous 
There is much evidence to support early and mid Cretaceous denudauon that is 
mdependent of fissIOn track thcrmochronology (dcscnbed m detail in Chapter 3). Offshore 
Sedllnent volumc5 m particular offcr a clear corroborallon of an exhumation history 
involving denudation m the early and mid Cretaceous. The offshore evidence is described 
In detail in ehapter 6 
5.2 Summary of burial and exhumation history 
5.2,1 Burial 
FIgure 5,5 IS a schematic- model of tile tectOniC evolution of the 50uthern Capc, pnor to the 
onset of increased denudation (> -140 Ma), 
A) The deposition of the Cape Supergroup occurred along a thermally subsiding 
passive margin from -5OO-330.Ma 
B) The lower Karoo sequence was deposited from -330-250 Ma (Dwyka, Ecca and 
lower Beaufort GrOUp5) , 
C) Orogenic loading during the Cape Fold Belt Orogeny (-250 /l.-la) caused 
subsidence in the foreland and deposition of the upper Beaufort Group In the newly 
created accommodation space 
D) The Stormberg Group 15 dcpositcd In eithcr (i) a rcstricted basin or (ii) a larger 
baSin cxtending to and covenng the Cape Fold Belt (-220-183 /l.-la). The same two 
scenarIOs for the Stormberg Group are outlined In (i) and (ii) In F and F, 
E) The extruslon and IntrU510n of Karoo basalts and dolcTltcs occurred at 183 cO 1 Ma 
(Duncan el al., 1997), Thc basalt5 may have cxtcnded beyond the mtrusion limit of 
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Figure 5.5, Summary figure of the hIStory (mcludmg burial) of the southern Cape since 
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Ii) .Further oonal by unknown rock shown in yellow may have occurred from 183-
-140 :\la, Thus, at max'mum ooflalthe borehole may have been covered by upJX'r 
Beaufort, Stormberg and Drakensberg Groups as well by unknown rock (Ii) or by 
any combination of these Groups (one combination shown III (i)). 
5.2.2 Exhumation and differential denudation 
Figure 5,6 lS a eompanson between the age-depth profiles of borehole QUi!65, located 
IlOrth of the escarpment, and SAI/6(i, K\Vl/67 and CRi!6S all located south of the 
escarpment, Evidence of accelerated denudation in the early Cretaccous (blue shading) is 
apparent in borehole QUli65 and the outcrop samples (red d'amonds: from increasing 
elevations across the escarpment) added to the borehole plot of KWI/67, The borehole 
samples south of the escarpment do not record the sIgnature of th,s early period of 
denudatioll Significant mid Cretaceous denudation (l00-80 J\.1a. yellow shading) lS 
recorded by all three boreholes south of the escarpment, but IlOt by QUI/6S to the north 
Figure 5 6 (over the page): A comparison of age-depth profiles of boreholes seaward 
(SA1/66, KW1/67, CR1/tiS) and landward of the escarpment (QUi!65). Early Cretaceous 
rapid denudation is shaded blue, mid Cretaceous rapK! denudation is shaded yellow. Blue 
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Figure 5.7' DIfferential denudation in the early and mid Cretaceous (A) Denudation in the 
early Cretaceous (-~140-120 Mal r"m,w,,~ the Draken,berg ba,alt~ from the area 
Immediately north of the dol"nl~ lim!c The escarpment was mitiated Just south of the 
dolerite limit, possibly at a prC-Cxlstmg dramage divide (500 Chapte, 3 3) DenudatlOn of 
1-2.6 km of rock from above the boreholes was synchronous with the deposition of the 
Uitcnilage Group (orange) In newly created accommodatIOn space adjacCilt to reactivated 
faults. Exhumation of the Cape Fold Delt began and the rust terraces were formed. (D) 
Denudation In the mid Cretaceous (--100-80 Ma) results m lim'ted escarpment retreat until 
it ,vas 'pmned' by the erosion resistant dolerite sills, Denudation occurs at a low rate north 
of the dolente limit where dolerites protect the soft Karoo sediment below ITom erosion 
To the south, an escarpment is 'scooped out' as 21-3.5 km ofrock, Wlprotected by Karoo 
dolerites, ,s eroded, Inliers to the Cape Fold Belt (eg. the 010&0 Group, purple) arc 
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Section 6.2 discusses the development of the offshore Mesozoic basin~ (south coast) 
and section 6.3 gives the results oftlIe calculation of sediment volume ov~r 136 MYTh. 
A discll~sion of the implications of these result~ follows in section 6.4. 
K1brneter.; -
Offshole 
Figure 6.1: Location of Mesozoic basins offshore: Orange Basin (west coast), 
Bredasdorp, Pletrnos, G-.uJltoos, Algoa Basins (OuteniqlJa Basin) and Southern 
Outeniqua Ba~in (shaded grey). Red line= deep seismic refraction profil~ of the Inkaba 
ye Africa Project. Dark grey shading- onshore basement high.~. Adapted from the 
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6.2 The break-up of Gondwana and the development of the offshore basins 
6.2.1. Introduction 
The rifting of Africa from Antarctica and South America (-140-130 'VIa) rewlted in 
the formation of several offshore basins (Figure 6 I) that became the depositories for 
late Jurassic to Cretaceous sediment eroded from the southern African continent. The 
temporal and spatial distribution of this sediment can be used to constrain the timing 
and degree ofsource area denudation. 
Dextral shear stress along the Falkland-Agulhas Fracture Zone (FAFZ) resulted in the 
separation of the Falkland Plateau from the Yfozambique Ridge, thus the break up of 
Africa and South America during the middle/ late Jurassic to -136 Ma. During this 
time, arcuate rift faults gave rise to a horst and graben structure composing the early 
Outeniqua Basin As outlined in Bate and Malan (1992), the arcuate nature of the 
bounding faults may have been inherited from the curvature of the Cape Fold Belt in 
this region ('VIartin et at., 1981) However, Ben Avraham et al. (J 993) suggest that the 
Cllrvature may be a response to clockwise rotation of 'Lafonia' , the Falkland 
microplate away from the Mozambique ridge. 
Tectonic readjmtments during the breakup of Gondwana have resulted in several 
prominent and widespread unconformities within the thick drift succession that are 
identified and correlated from offshore seismic data and paleontological age dating 
(Brown et al., 1995, McMillan et at., 1997, McMillan, 2003). rhe regional 
unconformities are IAtl at -136 Ma (Valanginian Stage), 6Atl at -130 Ma 
(Hauterivian Stage), 13Ail at -120 r-.la (Early Aptian Stage), at - 103 Ma (Albian 
Stage), I SAtl at -93 :Ma (Cenomanian Stage), -80 \fa (Campanian Stage) and 22Atl 
at -67 Ma (Upper Maastrichtian Stage). 
Sequence stratigraphic work using seismic reflection data has identified highstand and 
lowstand sedimentary systems tracts and resulted in the tine-scale stratigraphlc 
wbtimsions of the basin's infill (Brown et at., 1995, \1c\1iUan e/ at., 1')97, McMillan, 
2003), \{jcro paleontological evidence (from Foraminifera) suggests that these systems 
tracts are a result of variation in rate of margin subsidence or sediment supply 












unconformities are calculated in section 63, 11,10ng the south coast, most normal 
faulting terminated by the early Cretaceous (Brown ~I al., 1995) Uplift and erosion 
resulted in the first regional unconformity, the rift-drift unconformity (JAil , ~ 136 Ma), 
marking the heginning of the rift-drift transition sequences along the south coast 
The oldest sediment (Late Jurassic) accumulated at the onset of rifting These 
sediments were drilled in the Gamtoos and Algoa basms (:vfc:vfillan et al., 1997). 
:vfovement continued along some nonnal faults post lAtl and deposition was 
concentrated in areas of increased localized subsidence (Brown eI at., 1995), Fi,,'ure 
6.2 shows the depth to the IAtl/136 Ma unconformity, which is highly variable across 
the south coast (353 m, Algoa Basin to 4268 m, eastern Bredasdorp Basin). The 
unconformity is shallowest in the north (Infanta Arch), northeast (St Francis Arch) and 
southwest (Agulhas Arch) and deepest farther offshore in the Southern Outeniqua 
basin The variable depth of IAtl is partly hecause the underlying synrift sediment is 
unevenly thick, due to its locah"ed deposition adjacent to nonnal faults Also, the 1Atl 
unconformity itself is offset by normal faulting (petroleum Agency SA, 2000) 
Figure 6.2 (over the page): Highly variable depth (in meters) below sea floor to 
unconformity lAll (-136 :vfa) Shallow depth in red, deepest in blue, Borehole 
locations used in composition of map marked by crosses The unconformity is deepest 
to the south of normal faults bounding the PJetmos and Bredasdorp basins, suggesting 
that normal movement along these faults continued after the development of the I At I 
unconformity, One area, where IAtl is shallow i~ possibly a horst block (circled) 
Since the same area can be circled on the map of the depth to the 6AIl unconformity 




























A second period of uplift and subsequent erosion and canyon incision occurred at-130 
:\fa (Hauteriyian Stage) and produced a second regional unconformity (6Atl) 6Atl 
signals the end of graben infilling and the beglllning of shelf sediment progradation as 
well as the end of active subsidence along (he northern onshore Algoa and Pletmos 
basin margins (McMillan et al., 1997) 6At! also corresponds to the rift-drift 
unconformity along the west coast, where normal faulting continued for-9 Myr after 
the cessation of most faulting along the south coast (Brown et al., 1995) 
from -130 to 100 Ma (Albian Sla"e) Afnca and South Amenca ~eparated ('unzipped') 
from south to north along the we~t coa~t, which occurred simultaneously with dextral 
moyement along the FAFZ (Brown el al., 1')95), Deposition in the Orange Basin at 
--130 Ma (above (he rift-drift unconformity) was associated with lower subsidence 
rates resulting in sediment progradation to form a v>iedge along the margin (Bro\Vll el 
af., 1')95), High subsidence rate~ along the south coast were reduced between 130 and 
120 Ma perhaps due to reduced thermal subsidenc  during the final phase of 
transpre s~ional ~tres~ along the FAFZ (Brown e/ al., 1995). After 130 Ma the ea:;tern 
basins (Gamtoos and Algoa) experienced uplift and erosion (greatest in the latter) 
while the western basins (Pletmos and Breda~dof1l) were subsiding (Brown e/ al., 
1995) 
Figure 6.3 shows the depth below seafloor of the 6Atl unconformity that varies 
between 934 m (St Francis Arch) and 3454 m (Eastern Bredasdorp Basin) As in figure 
6.2, figure 6.3 shows the unconformity as generally deepest in the south but also deep 
in the central Breda~dof1l Basin and sections of the Pletmos Basin. The lla and lib 
boreholes (See Figure G-l, Appendix G for location) that drill through the Algoa and 
Gamtoos Basins mostly do not intersect 6At! and 13At! This is likely due to major 
uplift that led to the erosion of sediments depo~ited between 130 and 120 Ma in this 
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Figure 6.3: Depth (in meter8) below sea floor to uneonfonnity 6Atl (-130 Ma) See 
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A third period of uplift and erosion saw the development of a third regional 
unconformity, 13Atl (~120 Ma) The regional effect the onset of thermal subsidence 
(post ~120 Ma) is shown in the constant depth below sea floor of the 13Atl 
unconformity and also of 15Atl (-93 Ma) above (Figure 6.4 and 65, respectively), 
nAt! is deepest in the central Bredasdorp Basin and the Southern Outeniqua Basin 
(~3000 m below seafloor) According to Dingle et al. (i 983) and Partridge (1998), the 
Falkland Plateau cleared the Ab'tllhas Bank at ~ 1 00 Ma when South America and 
South Africa finally disengage from each other completely (although this age IS 
debated as outlined in Fouche et aI. , 1992). 
Movement along the F AFZ ended in the mid Cretaceous. The fourth, fifth and sixth 
regional unconformities developed at 103 Ma (Albian Stage), 93 ;\fa (Cenomanian 
Slage) (Figure 6.5) and 80 ;\fa (CamfX/nian StaK~) respectively From ~80 Ma, 
subsidence rates decreased and sediment prograded further into the South Atlantic 
Basin (Brown e/ aI. , 1995). In figure 6.5 this is shown in the predominance ofpinklred 
colour close to the coast, indicating shallow 15Atl Successive sediment bypassed 
these shallower areas and was deposited where there is accommodation space, in 
deeper water further offshore, 
Figure 6.6 shows the depth to the 22Atl unconformity (67 Ma) that approximately 
marks the beginning of the Cenozoic sediment accumulation. This unconformity is 
shallow «700 m below seafloor) across the shelf, indicating that the overlying 
Cen07.0ic sediments are relatively thin. (The results of sediment volume calculations 
are given in section 6.3). "Ibis unconformity varies in depth below seafloor, indicating 
that the Cenomic sediment above is thickest in discrete areas This IS discussed in 
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6.2.2. The Outeniqua Basin in detail (from west to east) 
6.2.2.1 The Bredasdorp Basin 
Figure 6.7 Location ofthe Bredasdo[]l Basin (yellow) Cross shows the location "fthe 
Oribi and Ory" oil fields. Red line- location of section shown in figure 6.8 
6.2.2.1.8 Introduction 
The Bredasdorp Ba:;ln occu.pies an area of-18,000 km2, 200 km long and 80 km wide, 
southwest of Mossel Bay (Figure 6 7, sectiol1 In Figure 6 8). The basin i:; bounded by 
minor faults defining the Infanta Arch in the northeast and the Agulhas Arch in the 
southwest and is filled with late Jurassic to Cenozoic sediment (Brown et aI. , 1995) 
Basement is at a maximum depth of 7 km and where it is intersected, is composed of 
the Devonian Bokkeveld Group and (close to the Infanta Embayment) Table Mountain 
Group quartzites (\1c-\1illan et ai., 1997) 
Exploration by SOEKOR (Pty) Ltd in the Bredasdorp BasIn began in the 1970's. In 
1987, a borehole targeted a postrift stratigraphic trap and encountered the first potential 
economic oil field of offshore South Africa (cross on Figure 6.7). Production began in 
1993 and entails the piping of gas from a fi"ed offshore platform to an onshore tadlity 
where it is converted to liquid fuel (Brown el aI. , 1995) 
Rifting began in the middle to late Jura:;sic Dextral shear stress along the FAFZ 
caused predominately northwest-southeast striking normal faul ting between the Infanta 
Arch and Agulhas Arch. These listric, normal faults bound synrift graben and half 
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faults of varying ages and varying orientations imply that extension took place in 
changing stress lields (Van dcr Mcrwe and Fouche, 1992). 
Mild, localised positive tectonic inversion at three different stages «IAt!, >IAtl and 
<15Atl) is indicated by the reactivation of some pre-existing normal faults and 
associated folding (Van der Merwe and Fouche, 1992). One out of several possible 
causes of this inversion may be the bI.Iild up of stress between adjacent plates across 
the FAFZ during phases of fault inactivity, A second model proposed involves small 
changes In plate motion during the break up of Gondwana (Van der Merwe and 
FOlIChe,1992), 
The rift-drift unconformity at -136 Ma separates the synrift sediments from the 
transitional rift-drift sediments above The syn-rifi sequence is composed of fluvial and 
shallow marine sediments and the post-rift sequences are dominated by deep marine 
sediment (Van der Merwe and Fouche, 1992). Tn general, high initial subsidence rates 
associated with rifting were replaced by lower rates during the thermal subsidence that 
followed (Brown (!/ aI., 1995), Orthe southern basins, the Bredasdorp basin has the 
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Figure 6,8' A and ll' sections (locations in C) of the llrcdasdorp (A-A'), Pletmos (e-
C), Gamtoos (0-0') and Algoa (E-E') basins (sections from McMillan e/ aI., 1997, A-
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6.2.2.1.b 136-130 Ma (lAll-MII) 
Initially high subsidenc~ was followed by d~creas~d subsidence ov~r this interval. 
Sedimentation OCCUIT~d coocurrenUy and was restrict~d to s~veral d~fX}C~nlr~s, along 
the basin axis, in the centre and south (McMillan et al., 1997). These embayru<''Ills are 
related to earlier synrill sub-basins (Bro'WTI e/ aI., 1995). 
Scdim~nl supply al this time was low and rivcr-dominated deltas from the north did not 
prograde rar into the ba~in (Bro'WTI el aI., I \195). As a result, sediment is thickest (up to 
1263 m) (yellows in Bredasdorp Basin, Figure 6.9) in proximal areas. The direction of 
sediment transport into the basins is from the north and west into the Bredasdorp Basin 
(Figure 6.9). Sediment fill across the northern flank of the Bredasdorp basin is thin 
«,0 to ~ 170 m, blue in Fi,,'Ilfe 6.9). Based on the rarity of benthic faunas (ostracods 
and furamnifera), McMillan et aI, (1997) conclude that sedimentation, From 136 to 120 
Ma, was mostly deep-marine in a poorly circulating water column with cOlTesponding 
low oxygen levels near the sea Hoor. 
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62.21.c 130-120 Ma (6At1-13At1) 
Initially high subsidence rates were replaced by lower rates at -120 Ma. At 6Atl 
displacement ended along Arniston faull to the north (Figure 6.7) (McMillan e/ al., 
1997). The nlloding of an enlarga:l hasin integrated the emha)'illents creata:l between 
136 Ma and 130 Ma and resulted in a major shift in sedimentation to the north and 
north-eastern basin flank (Bro\\TI e/ at., 1995; McMillan e/ al., 1997) (sho\\TI in greens 
in Fib'lll"e 6.9). Sedimenlation wa~ dominated by turhidity nows inlo a restricted and 
poorly oxygenated marine basin (McMillan e/ al., 1997). In the Jailer part lIfthis period 
sub~idence rates declined, sandstones hecame widespread (highstand tracts proximal1)', 
lowstand turbidites distally) and there was an increasing sediment input from the north 
(McMillan e/ ul., 1997). Less sediment accumulated in the south (blue in Figure 6.9). 
Sediment thickness for the Bredasdorp Basin belw",en 130 and 120 Ma, range~ from 
138 m (south) to 939 m (central) (Figure 6.10) . 
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6.2.2.l.d 120-93 Ma (13Atl-15Atl) 
Extensive uplift and subaerial erosion around the ba~in margin ereat~d an 
llilCOnformityat 120 Ma (BAtl). Erosion at greater basin depths resulted in a 5 by 50 
km channel which trends eastv>"l!I"ds across the central basin (McMillan ('/ at., 1997). 
Rrown el al. (1995) proposes that a~ th~ Falkland Plateau cleared the Agulhas Arch, 
Ihere was full connection to Ihe soulbt:m Outeniql.lU Ra~in, resulting in marine 
circulation and increasing wave action over previously dominating fluvial processes. 
The basin expanded and became increasingly connected to the newly fonning southern 
Atlantic Ocean (Brown eI aI., 1995). Sedimentation and subsidence rates were reduced 
in the northeast while in the northwest clastic sediment input remained high. 
Progradation into the central basin from the northwest is shown by the preservation of 
highstand shelf sandslones that arc thickest toward the basin axis (MeMiUan ef aI., 
1997). At 15All (-93 Ma) high sediment input and subsidence of the Bredasdorp basin 
ended (McMillan, 2003). 
1bc thickness of sediment that accwnulaled between 120 and 93 Ma is shown in figure 
6.11. The thick accwnulalion in lh~ centre orlhe Rreda<;dorp basin shows up clearly in 
yellow! onmge. Overall, sediment thickness varies in the Brcdasdorp basin from 280 m 
(northeast) to 1579 m (central). From the series of isopach maps (Figures 6.9, 6.10, 
6.11, 6.12 and 6.13) it is clear that maximwn accwnulation of sediment took place 














Figure 6.11: Thickness or sedimenl accwmdatcd Ix:lwcen -120 and 93 Ma. 
6_2.2. foe 93-67 Ma (f5Atf-22Atf) 
xon 
Maximum erosion associated with the ISAtI unconfonnity occurred distally in the east 
(McMillan et at., 1997). Above this unconformity there is an episode or progradation 
that is also identilled in the Pletmos Ba~in. Thi~ progradation occurred primarily in the 
cast (McMillan et ai., 1997) and is shown in yellow/onulb'" (highest accumulation) in 
figure 6.12. Succe~ding Ihis episodc. c1a~tic input was reduced and biogenic 
sedimentation dominated. Across the basin, tht: Late Cn:tac~ous s~dim~nts werC 
deposited in non-marine ~nvironments (McMillan, 2(03). In thc southeast of the basin 
towards the end of the Cretaceous. a domal structure formed which may be associated 
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193-67Ma] 
FigufC 6.12: Thickness of s~diment accumulated betwoon ~93 and 67 Ma. A domal 
structure (circled) in southeast Bredasdorp Basin may be associated with intrusions in 
this area (McMillan e/ uf., 1997). 
62.2.11 Cenozoic 
Tertiary sedimenl (200-700 m thick Figure 6.13) is dominated by hi!\hstand shelr 
deposits of occasional sand, glauconitic and hiogenic clays (widespread) (McMillan eT 
af .• 1997, McMillan. 2003). The youngest sediment is a thin, up to 1m cover or 
Holocene-Pleistocene material that unconfonnab1y overlies Miocene rock (McMillan 
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Figure 6.13: Thickness ofsedim.:nt accumulated between ·-'{'7 Ma and the present. 
6.2.2.2 The Pletmos Basin 
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Holocene sediment (McMillan e/ al .• 1997). The '(hieker' Cenozoic sediments are 
locatcd in thc south and east of the Pletmos basin (green in Figure 6.12). Thus, the 
Cenozoic is dominated by biogenic, rath<.>J" than al1og",nie ,;cdimcntation, suggesting a 
dramatic decrease in sediment supply rate from the contincnt. 
6,2.2,3 The Gamtoos and Algoa Basins 
Figure 6.15: Location of the Gruntons (yellow) and Algoa (orange) Basins. Arches 
labeled in black, fall1ts in grcen and trollghs in blue. Red dOF Port Elizabeth. 
6.2.2.3 a introduclioo 
The Gruntoos Rasin (5000 km2), located south west of Port Elizabeth (Figure 6.15, 
section in Figure 6.8), is significantly smaller than the Bredasdorp and Pletmos basins, 
but it has a similarly thick sediment infi11 (!v1cMi11an el al. , 1997). It is boundcd by thc 
Gamtoos Fault in thc northeast and the SI. Francis Arch in the west. The Gamtoos 
Fault extends on land where it has a lhrow of ~3 km. OJTshorc this fall\t cxtends to a 
depth of -12 kIn (McMillan e/ al., 1997) and has a throw of 10 kIn (Bate and Malan, 
1992), 
The Algoa Rasin (8200 km2) is thc eastern-most of the southern offshorc basins 
(figurc 6.15). Like the Gamtoos Basin, it is smaller than the Bredasdolp and Pletmos 
Hasins. It is locatul ca.~t of Port Elizabeth and is sulxlivided into the Sundays River 
Trough, the Uitenhage Trough and the Port Elizabeth Trough. The first two are 
ell'tended onshore, the latler is only onshore. Thc Algoa Basin is bordercd to the ea.~ 
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only small remnants of thi~ late~t Cretaceous sediment. which originally would have 
been regionally distrihuttld acro~s tlltl shelf. 
6.22.3.' Cenozoic 
Paleocentl ~ediments of the Gamtoo~ Basin con~ist of a thin vtl1l<ler of glal.lconitic 
claystone overlain by biogtlnic clay~ of the Eoce1l<l, a thick interval of Oligoctl1le silly 
glauconitic days, and a thin ventler of Qual<lmary sediment (McMillan el ai., (997). 
Cenozoic sediments of the Algoa Basin include days of the Paleocene. Eocene and 
Oligocene. Early Miocene sediments are restricted to the distal regions of the Algoa 
Basin. Overlying Pliocene and early Pleistocene clays and shelly ~ds are indicative 
of renewed subsidence in the Algoa Basin (McMillan el aI., 1997). Cenozoic sedimtlnt 
i~ up to 593 m thick in tbe Algoa Basin and I.lp to 559 m thick in the Gamtoos Basin 
(Figure 6.13). 
6.2.2.4 The Southern Outeniquil Basin 
Figure 6_16: 1 ,ocation of the Southern Outeniqua Basin (yellow). 
The SOl.ltlIem Outeniqua Ba~in is situated off the south coast of South Africa and 
consists of the soulh eastern deep water e"ten~ion~ of the Bredaworp, Pletmos, 
Gamtoos and Algoa Basins, beyond the 300 ill isobath (Roox, 1997). It i~ -330 km 
long and -60 \un wide. occupying an area of -20 ()()(} lm" (Figure 6.(6). It is a 













Figure 6_17 shows a s~hemalic section through Ihis basin (adapted trom Roux, 1997). 
Roux (1997)'s interpretation of the Southern Outeniqua Basin is hawd on geological 
models that are in rum ha~d on boreholes through the southern extent of the inner 
basins. Thus much of the interpretation which follows remains untested. Figure 6.17 
shows highly localised synrift sediment IJll~onronnably overlain in places by sediment 
accumulated between -136 and -130 Ma. The~e sedimenL~ are likely the fine-grained, 
distal deposits (shales) ortheir more ~oximal near-shore equivalents. Sediments which 
ac~umulated between -130 and -120 Ma are more laterally continuous and may 
~ontain deep marine lim and channel sandstones (Roux, 1997). These are 
un~onformably overlain by an extensive lowstand wedge followed by shales deposited 
belween -120 and -93 Ma (Roux. 1997). Sediments deposited between ~93 and ~·67 
Ma are relalively thick. in contrast to the thin Cenozoic sediment above, which does 
nol extend far into the Southern Outeniqua Basin. 
Southem Outeoiqua Basin 
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Figure 6.17: (A) The location of (B), a schematic section across the Southern 
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1. 
Age range (Ma) Time Span (Ma) Measured Volume A, rate 
p- "'~.., (km3) (km3/Ma) 1Ull._"'-"'" 
1 Atl-6Atl 136-130 6 29429 4904.8 
6Atl-13Atl 130-120 10 38601 3860.1 
13Atl-15Atl 120-93 27 31547 1168.4 
15Atl-22Atl 93-67 26 46522 1789.3 
22Atl -"" 67-0 67 25225 376.49 
TOTAL 136-0 136 171324 1259.7,. ..... 
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are listed in table 6.2. These new \'olume~ are then summed tu give an approximation 
of the rock vulume before compoction. 
• 
25.5 32 .4 39.4 45.a 52.5 
• 
." 
COST 8-2 WEll 
., .. 
• INSITU MEA~MENTS 
0: :o)t-:Alcm oj borehole is ..lI.Irosoc j, age) 
Figure 6.18: Curve plotted through insitu bo<-ehole mea~urements shuwing decreasing 
porosity 'with increasing depth (Adapted from Steckler and Watts, 1978). 
Table 6.2: Estimate of sediment volume and occumulation rates in the Outeniqua Hasin 
fOT 5 time intervals, taking the effect of compaction into accOlmt (see text for details). 
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Corrected 
136- 27_1 28 
130 
130- 1.811 0.251 31.4 24 0.3112 6225 623 2801 
120 
120-93 0.301 34.5 21 0.3642 7284 270 3278 
93-67 1.258 44.1 11 1.396 27928 1074 12568 
67-0 0.126 54.0 1 0.127 2545 38 1145 
136-0 TOTAL 51534 379 23190 
5 
se<ll1mlent was detlOs).ted 
LeJ10ZOIC cover 
















ro ........... -u: • .u .. Cretaceous 
at rate 
n Age range Time Span Measured Estimated Total Total 
Unconf~ies Volume Volume Volume _1 .•. ,. 
rate (lar13IMa) 
Ir . (SI .• L III 
~ . 
Basin) 
1 Atl-6Atl 136-130 6 41253 7552 48805 8134 
6Atl-13Atl 130-120 10 51276 6225 57501 5750 
13Atl-15Atl 120-93 27 40030 7284 47314 1752 
15Atl-22Atl 93-67 26 55755 27928 83683 3219 
22Atl-seafloor 67-0 67 28579 2545 31124 464.5 
TOTAL 136-0 136 216893 51534 268427 1974 
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Figure 6.19: Varying sediment lU'cumulation volume (shaded blue, left axis) and rate 
(red line. right axis) over -136 Myrs for (A) the Outeniqua and Southern Omeruqua 
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6.4.4 Sensitivity of grid volume to grid area (Outeniqua Basin) 
The grid area for each isopach map was increased by 950/0 and reduced by 46% \0 lest 
the sensitivity of grid volume to grid area. Fib'llre 6.20 shows the newly enlarged and 
reduced area compared with that used in volume calculations for the ~93 to 67 Ma time 
interval. rhe results of this test for all time intervals are shown graphically in tigure 
6.21. 
Figure 6.20: Sensitivity test of grid volume and grid area for sediments accumulated 
between -93 ruxI 67 Ma in the Ouleniqua Basin. (Al Area is enlarged by 95% • (8) 
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Figure 6.21: Results of sensitivity test of grid area, Blue- grid area increased by 95%. 
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The source area described is -140 000 km2. This was calculated in Arcview GIS from 
a polygon drawn around the estimated source area and over the digitized geology of 
southern Africa (Figure 6.22). The total offshore sediment volume deposited since 
Tilling (not including synTift sediment) is 268 427 km1 with an equivalent rock volrune 
of 120 792 kml (calculated using equation 2 in section 6.3). Therefore, based on 
offshorc evidence, an average thickness of ,~863 m has been removed since -136 Ma 
A breakdoy,ll of the thickness of sediment eToded Ji:om the source area fOT each time 
interval is given in table 6.5. The calculation of onshore denudation from olTshore 
sediment volrunes assumes thatlhe system is balanced. Whether this is indeed the case 
is evaluated further in chapter 7. 
Table 6.5: Thickness of sediment and equivalent rock volrune eroded from source area 
for cach time interval. 
\\\ 
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Figure 6.22: E:.timated source area (-140 (lOO km1) of sediment accumulated off the 
south coast since -136 Ma. Red crosses arc boreholes sampled for fission track 
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6.4.7 A Comparison to sediment accumulation rates across the west coast 
Dingle and IIendey (1984) calculmed accumulated sediment volume in the Orange 
Basin (\Vest Coast) from seismic data and compared it to sOl.lrCe area denudation. They 
found tlmt sediment accumulation ratc was highest in thc Iatc Cretaceous and 
decreased in the Paleogene and further still in the Neogcne. This, couplcd with their 
calculatcd dccrcase in yield from the catchmcnt areas, was used as evidence that thcrc 
has been a "gross reduction in continental erosion rates over the period" (Dingle and 
Hendey, 1984). 
Offshore sedimentation e~"timates in Brown et al. (1990) were obtained (and corrected 
for compaction) from SOEKOR borehole records. 4 Boreholes located in the north and 
centre of the Orange Basin along the South Aliiean west cowst, (Kudu 9A·I, K-A I, K· 
A2 and K-A3), show initially high sediment accumulation rates in the early Cretaceous 
and then a decrease in rate by -120 Ma (Brown el aI, 1990). Vcry low rates of - II-58 
m/Ma in the Cenozoic are determined from two boreholes Iocatcd in thc north and 
ccntrc of the Orangc Basin (Brown et al. , 1990). 
Rust and Summerfield (1990) used the same boreholes (described above) and isopach 
data (from Dingle el at, 1983 and Emery and Uchupi, 1984) to assess onshore 
denudation rotes and offshore accumulation rales (Figure 6.23, labeled A and B) lor 
the western margin. They propose a reduction in erosion rate for catchment areas 
dr-lining to the western margin from 41-82 m!Ma (-152-1 \3 Ma) to 7-9 mlMa (-37-0 
Ma). The average offshore accumulation nile (in kmJ/Ma) is highest lor the late 
Cretaceous·early Cenozoic (-1l3-37 Ma) though this reflects an increase in onshore 
catchment area (Rust and Summerfield, 1990). H the variation in size 01" the 
depositional area is taken into account (i.e. by dividing sediment volume by 
depositional area), the accumulation mle decreases from 89 mlMa in the carly to 
middle Cretaceous to 24-35 m!/I,-1a since then. Since the Cretaceous. Rust and 
Summerfield (1990) estimate that an aver-Ib>e of 1.8 km post-rifting crosion for the 
present day catchment has occurred. This is more than double the 863 m e~"timated Jor 
the south coast hinterland. and more than 2.5 times less than the 4.75·6.5 km calculated 














Figure 6.23: Schematic showing the source and quantity of sediment and it~ 
accumulation rate off the we~t coast (A and R Rust and Summerfield, 1990; Gallagher 
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GaHagher and Brown (1999b) compare denudation rates cstimmcd from fission track 
analysis with offshore Namibian sediment accumulation rutes (Figure 6.23 labeled C 
and DJ from isopachs culcuJated from seismic data across the Namib. Walvis, Ludcritz 
and northern Orange Basins (Ii'um data in Maslanyj e/ al. (1992); Light e/ at. (1992, 
1993); Clemson i!I al. (1997». Figure 6.24 shows the offshore sediment flux from the 
Farly Cretaceous to the present for the Namibian margin calculated by Gallagher and 
Brown (1999b). As for the Kudu boreholes from the centre of the Orange Basin. 
sediment accumulation based on seismic data was highest during the Early Cretaceous 
«>11 000 kml/Ma at -136 \0 132 Mal. A low accunll1!ation rate followed from ~ 132 
to Ill):Ma (-1000 km'/Ma). Accumulation rate then increased from -120 to 90 Ma (to 
-18{)() km'/Ma) with a further increase from -90 to 65 Ma (to -3500 knhMa). The 
Cenozoic is again a period of low sediment aCl-"UIllulation (-1000 km1fMa). This 
variation in sediment accumulation ratc is similar to that calculated for thc south coast. 
Taking the area of thc depository into account, (~-250 000 krn2, measured Irom an 
area parallel and -170 kIn from the Namibian coast), gives accumulation rates of 44 
rnJMa (-136-132 Ma), 4 rnJMa(-132-120 Ma), 7.2 mlMa (120·90 Ma) and \4 mlMa 
(-90-65 Ma) (Figure 6.24). 
" OCO ~--------------------------------_. 
Time (Mal 
Figure 6.24: Change in sediment accumulation rates since continental breakup for the 













6.4.8 A Comparison to sediment accumulation rates across the east coast 
Martin (1987) estimated sediment volumes for the Mozambique Coastal Plain.. Natal 
Valley and Transkei Basin from scismic reflection and refraction data and drillholes. 
The results arc listed in Table 6.6 and shown grammatically on figure 6.23 (D). 
According to Martin (1987), a total of -1 443 000 km' of sediment has accumulated 
off the cast coast (including the Mozambique Plain) since -122.5 Ma at a rate of 11 
780 kmJlMa. This fib'UfC is a minimum estimate because in the -20 Myrs alier rifting, 
sediment may have bypassed the continental shelf and Ixx:n deposited on the Falkland 
Plateau. The initiation of the Agulhas Current in the Cenozoic may have eroded 
sediment and transported it to the south-west. away from the east coast. 
Even if the time over which the sediments have been accumulating is 'correcled' to 
145 Myrs (when East Antarctica and Africa separated), the accumulation rate is -5 
times higher (9952 kmJIMa) than the average rate calculated lur the south coast (1974 
kmJ/Ma). This is likely due to the large dilTerence in area over which the sediments 
have accumulated. The total south coast area is -95 000 kmI, the east coast area is 
-417000 km1 (Martin, 1987). 4.4 times greater. Based on ea:,t coast offshore sediment 
volumes, Marlin (1987) proposes that between 564 and 1033 m of rock has been 
eroded from the eastern hinterland in the last 100 Myr. This is similar to the -863 m of 
material estimated to have been eroded from the south coast hinterland since 136 Ma 
from offshore volumes, but is inl.--onsistcnt with that calculated from the fission track 
data of 4.75-6.5 km (sec Chapter 7). 
Table 6_6: Volume or sediment accumulated on Mozambique coastal plain and 
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6.4.9 Comparison Summary 
Table 6.7 shows a comparison between estimates of off.~hore accumulation for the 
west, south and east coasts. To compare margins with differing depositional areas, the 
rates given for tb~ soulb ooa,1 (this study) and Namibian margin (Gallagher and 
Brown.. 1999b) have been 'corrected' by dividing their sediment volume accumulation 
rates in km3/Ma by the depositional area (km2) over which they have accumulated (-94 
000 km2 and -250 ()()() km" respectively). Thus all rates given in table 6.7 and shown 
graphically in figure 6.25 are in mlMa. Figure 6.25 smws that sedim<'Ilt accumulation 
rates were highest for the oouth and west coasts post-rifting (-140-120 Maj. 
Accumulation rates then decrease into the middle Cretaceous and increase again into 
the late Cretaceous. Sediment accumulation rates off the south and Namibian coasts 
were particularly low during the Cenozoic. 
Table 6.7: OITshore sediment accumulation rates (in mlMa) for the west, south and east 
coastsl. South coa.>t rates calculated over slightly different time intervals (136-120 Ma. 
120-93 Ma, 93-67 Ma, 67-0 Ma). 
" Summerfoeld 
I Sed imom accumulation rate- (5ediment vol~m.i """",itirmal aKa,· lime (m/Maj. Thi' ildjustmeni i, 
made to take into ""Count ,bo depc"dence of ... 'il.imenl ""cumulation volume, on area over which 
,odim<.'Jl' ,,"c~mulalc,. A",a f()r south coosr --94 630 km'. Area of Nrunibian offsbore deposition- - 250 
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Figure 6.25: Comparison between sediment accumulation rates (in mlMa) for the west 
coast (pl.lrp1c and blue) and south coast (yellow) of southern Africa from Tabk 6_7. 
South coast rates calculated over slightly different time intervals, though ploUed as for 
the west coast. 
6.4.10 Distribution of Cenozoic Sediment 
Across the southern Cape. th~ Cap" Fold Hdt Mountains are a barrier to moi~ture­
laden winds from the Indian Oc~an (Figure 6.26a). Air is foreed to rise which results in 
orographic rainfall along the coastal strip Jx,tw~",n th~ Cape Fold Belt Mountains and 
the sea (Moss~l Hay, Georg~. Knysna, Plcttenhcrg Bay area). Thus the average rainfall 
received by this strip is considerably higher than the national average (Figure 6.26h, *). 
The highly competent Table Mountain quartzite ridges of the Cape Fold Belt 
Mountains also oct as a physical barri~r to riv~rs draining the ar~a south of the 
escarpment. However, in places, thnx: rivers, the Gourits, Gamtoos and Sundays 
Rivers, have cut through these ridges ddiv~ring sediment to the Outeniqua Basin 
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well as the discbarllc from the Gourils Riwr (see Figure 6_26c [or location) we expect 
recent sediment discharge to the Outcniqua Basin 10 be relatively high offshore of this 
coastal strip (ellipse in Figure 6.26b and c). This relative increase in offshore sediment 
volume shows up in green on the isopach map ofCeno:wic sediment volume (Offshore 
between Mossel Bay and Knysna in FiglJTe 6.26c). This suggests that the 
geomorpholo11ical characteristics 01'100 southern Cape that presently result in rdatively 
high sediment discharge into the Oulcniqua Basin (i.e. the Cape Fold Belt Mountains 
acting as a barrier to river transport and moisrurc-Iadcn air) may have been in place 
since the carly Tertiary. 
East of the town of Plettenberg Bay, around Humansdorp, there is no coastal strip of 
flat land, because the Cape Fold Belt MOIllltains extend to the coast (Box marked *, 
Figure 6.26a). Any orographic rainfall will fallout to sea and the rainfall just inland of 
the coast will be relatively low (box marked *, Figure 6.26b). Rivers in this area tend 
to flow parallello, rather than across, the Table Mountain Group quaw.ite ridges and 
therefore deliver their sediment further to the cast (e.g. a tributary or the Gamtoos 
River .• in FiglJre 6.26<::). FiglJre 6.26<:: shows that sediment volumes aeClUllulaled 
since the beginning of the Tertiary are. as expected, low south of this strip (blues) 
(Plettenberg Bay to Humansdorp, FiglJre 6.26<::). 
East ofHumansdo!p rainl'all increases (Figure 6.26a), the Gamtoos and Sundays Rivers 
discharge their load into the Outeniqua Basin. "lne accumulated sediment volumes arc 
relatively high here li,<reens on Figure 6.26c) 
Figure 6.26 (over the page): (A) A digital elevation model (OEM) showing the relief or 
the Cape Fold Belt Mountains which act as a barrier to moisture-laden air from the 
Indian Ocean, causing orographic rain along the coastal strip. * marks area where the 
Cape Fold Belt "meets" the sea. (B) South African rainfall from July 2003 to May 
2004 based on preliminary data trom the South Afriean Wcat.her Service (their map, 
www.weathersa.co.za). * marks area where the Cape Fold Belt meets the sea. Block C 
expanded: (C) The distribution of Cenmmic scdimelll and the position of three main 
rivers (the Gouril.s. Gamtoos and SWldays) that eulthrough the Table Mountain Group 
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Chapter 7: Testing the balance between the onshore and offshore 
This chapter fust sumrnan;res fOUT observations: 
• Onshore ru:nudation exce~ds offshore ac~umuiatioo (7.1). 
• The timing of changes in denudation and accumulation are well matched (7.2). 
• Early, mid and late Cretaceous high Hiles of denudation are recorded from 
fission track data on a regional scale (>\O()() km), all around southern Africa 
(7.3). 
• Increased denudation and accumulation arc co-incident with peak frequcncy of 
kimberlite intrusions (7.4). 
The remainder of this chapter (7.5) discusses the implications ofthcse obscrv!!tions on 
the causal mechanisms for southern African uplift. 
7.1 Onshore denudation> offshore accumulation 
!.lased on offshore sediment volumes, a calculated thickn ss of>863 ill eroded from an 
estimated onshore area of -140 000 km} since -136 Ma (section 6.4.6). This 
cakulatiun assumes that what is ero(kd Irum th~ cuntinent is all accumulated on the 
continent shelf. HoweveT, modelling of fission track data sugg~sts erosion of -4.75 to 
6.5 km from above boreholes KWl/67 and SAl/&; siO<.:e the early Cretaceous (section 
4.5.8). These values arc 5 to 8 times higher than that estimated from offshore sediment 
preserved off the south coast. Thus, on.shon: denudation does not equal the 
accumulated volume preserved on the continental shelf: 
A comparison of onshoTe denudation to oflShore accumulation mquin:s the calculation 
of total sediment volumes for each region For the offshore, the sediment volumes are 
directly calculated (Tabl~ 6.4). For the onshore, th~ Ih;dm~.\"S eroded above boreholes 
KWl/67 and SAl/66 is calculated. The volume of eTodt:d sediment is estimated b)' 
multiplying this thickness by th~ denuded an:a (-140 (lOO km"). Offshore and onshon: 
volumes and rates are shoVllll graphically in figure 7. J and listed in Table 7.1. 
Figure 7.1 shows that calculated onshore denudation is > 3.5 times higher than 
pn:served ofi'shon: accumulation. Thus, ~ither onshore denudation is ov~restimated or 
































Figure 7.1: A comparison of onshore denudation and denudation rates from the Monte 
Trw.; model (light green and orange, respectively) and Thcnnotrack model (dark green 
and red) to offshore accumulation (blue). Uncertainties in denudation volumes are 













· ________________ .~~61he balance bdwem Ihe ooshoreand of&hore 
ONSHORE OFFSHORE 
Time(Ma) Denudation Denudation Time Accumulation Accumulation 
error(km3) rate rate 
(km3/Ma) 
1 
137-125 364000 35000 30333 136-120 106306 6644 
125-93 21000 28000 656 120-93 47314 1752 
93-83 294000 28000 29400 93-67 83683 3219 
83-0 151000 21000 1878 67-0 31124 464.5 
2 
140-120 210000 70000 10500 
120-100 0 0 0 
100-80 455000 35000 22750 
~ 122500 17500 1531 
7.1.1 
reasons 
esc:arp1nerlt. see secl10n 
two 
over an area two 
a to true eroaea rOlUme. 
reasons outlmc::<.t 
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I'he above caleulation is based on present day thickness and area of the Uitenhage 
Group outcrop. However, according to Viljoen (1992), the~ basins are likely remnants 
of a more extensive deposit. The Uitenhage Group WdlS deposited in the early 
Cretaceous and, aeconling to the differential denudation model (Chapter 5), eroded in 
the mid Cretaceous. The volume ero<led from these onshore basins in the mid 
Cretaceous is impossible to quantity. Oividing the volume difference between 
denudatioo and accumulation (> 120 000 km', using estimate from Thennotrack model) 
by the present day volume of the Uiteuhage basins (9000 kmJ) eqll!lls -13.3. Therefore 
the basins would have had to have been >13 times larger in volume (han (heir pre~ut 
extent to account for (he volume ditTerenee between sediment denuded and 
accumulated. 
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Figure 7.3: !ncrea~ed southern African cooling (denudation) in the early Cretaceou8 
(- 140-120 Ma. orange, light blue shading), mid Cretaceous (-100-80 Ma. hexagons, 
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Figure 7.4: n.e age-frequency distribution of kimberlites and related rocks in grey 
(from Jc\sma el at., 2004) with the addilional Dc Beers data set in bll1e (fi-om Jelsrna 
and Smith, 20(4). Note the two prominent peaks of intrusion of kimberlite and related 
rocks at 120 Ma and 90 Ma. The discrepancy between the \"0 data sets at 120 Ma is 
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Figure 7.5: A comparison of the age-frequency distribution of kimbct"lite and related 
inlm~ion~ (right axis, from Je\sma el ai., 2004) to changes in denudation and 
aCCllillulation since Gondwana break-up (left axis. this study). Th", apparent ~120 Ma 
peak in Group-2 kimberlite intrusions corresponds to the end of increased denudation 
and accumulation in the early Cretaceous as detected in thi~ thesis. The apparent -90 
Ma peak in Group-1 kimberlite intrusions corresponds to the middle of an interval of 
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figure 7.6: The dislribution of kimbcrlites and related intrusions l>elwren (Aj 100 and 
200 Ma and (8) 0 and 100 MIl. highlighting those intrusions between - 150 and 115 Ma 
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Sample Lu-364 Lu-564 Mu-98 Weighted Mean 
zeta error zeta error zeta error zeta error (±) 
(±) l±l {:I:) 
Fish Canyon 316.99 16.87 335.05 32.0 450.29 42.57 336.37 9.762 
326.43 18.4 381.99 43.76 322.33 31.13 
401.98 38.74 340.76 34.77 384.15 38.21 
375.24 38.01 306.81 37.31 355.07 34.35 
305.65 20.24 
Durangu 329.11 19.07 441.35 32.63 440.27 34.3 389.56 13.35 
347.22 32.16 337.17 25.99 442.51 27.33 
397.72 21.22 404.57 22.05 438.34 30.12 
421.21 25.67 439.85 32.64 
343.68 24.59 
Mount 436.6 26.38 496.7 37.34 411.87 24.16 403.52 18.03 
..1. 496.26 39.11 414.48 27.94 352.91 22.22 I UIUCUi:U Y 
478.03 35.94 372.6 25.51 
344.28 23.1 
Zeta 362.70 20.71 
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Sample: MuI34-IO 177 
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IT0249 29.71683 22.7143 
IT0250 29.58632 22.45622 
IT0251 * 29.52769 22.33132 
IT0252 29.46962 22.22719 
IT0253 29.13756 22.04877 
IT0254 28.67968 21.80472 













JT0202 4.09.02 33.42906 22.25193 619 
JT0204 4.09.02 33.46415 22.25390 473 





JT0214 11.11.02 34.00468 22.55245 52 
tracks 
Fonnation 
JT0219 11.11.02 33.78127 22.34200 526 Shale 
CeresSubG. 
Bokkeveld G. 
JT0220 11.11.02 33.69149 22.27118 472 
JT0226 12.11.02 33.34867 21.74986 
JT0230 13.11.02 33.22082 22.02561 













IT0232 13.11.02 33.11368 22.04922 660 JustN of :::~ weathered "N • • " chert . nT. -" .. ~ 
of Prince EccaG. 
metre 
road cut 
IT0233 13.11.02 33.02710 22.00091 519 S of Gamka River, Da:r~ UIUCOlI9.CY 
2.5m road cut medium 
n,. .1' E 
.. "',",HU"'.£, cca 
G. 
IT0234 21.98609 514 S ofNI 2.5m road cut Adelaide SubG 
G. 
IT0235 13.11.02 32.87557 21.96231 542 Just S ofNI road cut Adelaide SubG 
of interbedded sst and BeaufortG. 
beds of 
.~ .. ,. thickness 
and-'-




IT0237 13.11.02 32.65132 22.11732 623 50km SW of Beaufort C~grain~ 
cross heddinl!' masSIve sst urnt 
and shale'
Q









n -: ... 'G . .............. ", .. 
IT0239 14.11.02 32.30865 22.57172 903 N of Beaufort West on Red ?r0"'?-, highly 
road to weathered 
interbedded shale and Adelaide 
sst, -horizontal n .. '-
~ n. : ... 'G. 
IT0241 14.11.02 32.20749 22.55805 1326 -16kmN of BWest, Dolerite sill 
Molteno pass Karoo Dolerite 
IT0242 14.11.02 32.18589 22.54947 1487 Molteno pass Cross cutting 
dolerite sill 
Karoo Dolerite 
IT0244 14.11.02 31.68170 22.35845 1460 1m road cut N of Weathered 
1;1.1. .t"_ dolerite sill 
-~ 
Karoo Dolerite 
IT0245 14.11.02 31.22582 22.26310 1427 Interbedded sst and Laminated sst 
shale -30km S of Adelaide 
Carnavon s· ItllrrOlln 
'G. 
IT0246 14.11.02 30.79967 22.16619 1158 Offroad dolerite Weathered 
-15kmNof dolerite 
~"-";",,"n. Karoo Dolerite 
IT0248 14.11.02 30.08138 22.61431 ll05 ~lte.~~pP,i~ - 20m ~te 
Fmtn 
IT0251 15.11.02 I 29.52769 22.33132 1059 1m ~ghly weathered Weathered granite 
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Appendix G: Calculation of sediment volumes offshore 
Accumulated ~ediment volumes wcrc calculated in thc Outcniqua llasin (llrcdasdorp, 
Pletmos, Gamtoo~ and Algoa llasins) and the Southcrn Outeniqua Basin using two 
different methods due to difference:; In the extent of data coverage 
Outeniqua Basin 
The calculations of :;ediment volume offshore usc data from an internal well 
compilation report ofthe Southern Oil Exploration Corp (pty.) T ,td (Soekor) that li:;ts 
the depths below sealloor 10 ~everal regionalunconfonnities for 173 boreholes. These 
borehole:; are di~tributed unevenly offshore of the south coast, in less than 200 m water 
depth (Figure G.l). 
Se{hment volume for each of the 5 time interval~ (-136-130 !l.la, -130-120 Ma, ·-120-
93 Ma, ·-93-67 !l.la and -67-0 'via) i~ estimated for an area over which depo~ilion 
occurred (Figure G. I). The area wa~ bounded by the shoreline in the north, the 200 m 
i:;ooath (south), the Agulhas- Columbine Arch (west) and the Port ."'-Ifred Arch (east). 
Thicklle~~ of accumulated sediment for each time interval is calculated at each 
borehole location by subtracting the true depth of each unconfonnity from the 
unconfonnity stratigraphically below (schematically shovi1\ in Figure G.2) (The true 
depth is equal to the depth read from the well report minus the water depth (estimated 
from a map of water depth and minu:; the Kelly Bushmg (-25 m- depth from water 
surface to top of drill rig)) The results of these calculations are given in section 6.J 
The point values of accumulated sediment thicknes:; at each borehole are transformed 
into sediment volume over the specified area by gridding the data using Oasis .\1olllaj 
6.0 (Geo~oJl1nc) The minimum curvature method was u:;ed which fits the ~moothest 
pos~ible surface to the given data values Thi~ method wa.~ cho~en as it is best suited to 
randomly di~tributed data points. 1n minimum curvarnre gridding the grid values for 
the node~ of a coarne grid are estimated from the nearest actual data points. The grid i~ 
then iteratively adjusted to improve its fit to the data. The projection of the gridded 
data was changed from geographic latitude! longitude in degrees to x and y in metres 
(Projection method UT:\f zone 35S, Datum. Cape) ~o that grid volume (sediment 












Klcmeters - --o '00 ..... Grddoo area 
Figure GI' Distribution of a selection of the 17J boreholes offshore Dashed line 
indicates the gridded area, 
10 contour maps were generated for the Outcniqua Basin 5 detailing depths to each 
unconformity and 5 showing sediment thickne5S for each time interval. These maps are 
composed of two types of data, the gridded contour map of the depth of an 
unconronnity below the seafloor and the extra information which places the contour 
map in its geographlc context (towns, fault5, shoreline, 200 m i50bath and F AFZ) 
Vector data (including the shoreline, !llllltS, 200 m is:obath and Falkland-Agulhas 
Fracture Zone) were digitized using a GTS package, ILWIS, (Tntegrated Land and 
Water Information Systems) and then converted into Arcview GiS 3.20 shape file 
fOITIlat. Point data (for example towns) were digitiz;cd in the same way. Vector and 
point data were then imported into the Oasi5 Montaj project and added to the gridded 
data to produce 10 maps, The superposition of the 5 contour maps to produce figure 


















i lAtl: 136Ma 
--~---
Figure G.2: The thickness of accumulated sediment is calculated between regional 
unconformities. 
Southern Outeniqua Basin 
The lack of boreholes through the Southern Outeniqua Basin makes estimating 
accumulated sediment volume difficult. Roux (1997) used seismic coverage of this 
basin to produce a schematic section across the southern Bredasdorp Basin, Southern 
Outeniqua Basin and marginal fracture ridge (Figure G3) From this schematic section 
thicknesses of each time interval (~136-!30 Ma etc) were measured at locations 1 to 5 
(Figure G3) An average thickness across this section was calculated for each time 
interval This average thickness was multiplied by the aerial extent of the basin, 20 000 
kml (Roux, 1997), to obtain accumulated sediment volumes for each time interval 












SOuthern BrEidasdorp Basin 
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Southem OUlenlqua Basin 
Cerooo:oic [67- 0Ma) 
93- 67Ma [22-' 5At1) 
120· 93Ma [15·13;';1) 
, 30- '20100 [13- tA.tl) 
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KIometer E - - ---
c "" 
Figure G.3 (A) The location or (B), a schematic section across the Southern Outcniqua 
Basin (adapted Crom Roux, 1997). Sediment thicknesses measured at points I to 5 
243 
